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Preface 
The study of derivations was initiated nearly fifty years back. It was 
E. C. Posner who in 1957 established two very striking results on derivations in 
prime rings which attracted a wide circle of Mathematicians. The results under 
reference state that (a) In a prime ring of characteristic different from 2, if 
the iterate of two derivations is a derivation, then one of them must be zero. 
[h)If d is a derivation of a prime ring such that for every element x of the ring 
xd{x) — d{x)x is central, then either the ring is necessarily commutative or d 
is zero. Later, the notion of derivation has been generalized in various direc-
tions such as semiderivation, (CT, r)-derivation, left derivation, Jordan derivation 
and generalized derivation etcetera. There has also been considerable interest in 
investigating commutativity of rings, more often that of prime and semiprime 
rings admitting these mappings which are centralizing or commuting on 
appropriate subsets of R. The present thesis entitled "On Derivations in 
Rings" is a part of the research work in these directions carried out by the 
author during the past five years at the Department of Mathematics, Aligarh 
Muslim University, Aligarh. 
The thesis comprises five chapters and each chapter is subdivided into 
various sections. The definitions, examples and results in the text have been 
specified with double decimal numbering. The first figure denotes chapter, second 
represents section and third point out the number of the definition, the example, 
the remark, the lemma or the theorem as the case may be in a particular chapter. 
For example. Theorem 2.3.7 refers to the seventh theorem appearing in the third 
section of the second chapter. 
Chapter 1 of the thesis includes some preliminary concepts and 
important well-known results mostly related to our study which may be needed for 
the development of the subject matter in subsequent chapters. This chapter, as a 
matter of fact, aims at making the present thesis as self contained as possible. 
However, the knowledge of the elementary ring theory has been 
presumed. In Chapter 2, we investigate the commutativity of rings with deriva-
tions satisfying certain properties. Included are the identities; (i) d{[x, y]) = [x,y], 
[ii) d{[x,y]) + [x,y] = 0, {in) d{x o y) = x o y, (iv) d{x o y) + {x o y) = 0, 
{v) d{x) o d{y) = 0, (m) d{x) o d{y) = x o y, (vii) d{x) o d{y) + a; o y = 0 and 
{viii) d{x)d{y) - xy £ Z{R) where rf is a derivation, [x,y] — xy - yx and 
X o y = xy + yx. 
Chapter 3 deals with the study of semiderivations, a function more 
general than derivation. In 1983, Bergen [22] introduced the notion of 
semiderivation as a generalization of the concept of derivation. An additive 
mapping f : R —> R is called a semiderivation associated with a function 
g : R —> R if f{xy) = f{x)g{y) + xf{y) = f{x)y + g{x)f{y) and 
f{g{x)) = g{f{x)), for all x,y £. R. In Sections 3.2 and 3.3 some results of 
Aydin and soytiirk [12] for semiderivations have been extended. In the next 
section a result of Soyttirk [119] on derivations is improved for semiderivations. 
The last section of this chapter is devoted to the study of commutativity of rings 
admitting semiderivations. • 
The notion of (a, r)-derivation has first appeared perhaps in the Jacobson's 
classical book ''Structure of Rings'", which he referred to as (si,S2)-derivation. 
The material of chapter 4 concerns with the study of {a, r)-derivations. In 
Section 4.2, we extend some results of Posner [114] on derivations to 
(a, r)-derivations. Section 4.3, deals with a generalization of a result of Herstein 
[78 , Theorem 2]. In the next section, we obtain the commutativity of a prime 
in 
ring admitting a (a, T)-derivation d satisfying the property d{xy) = d{yx), for all 
x,y e R. In Section 4.5, a result due to Bell and Kappe [17, Theorem 2] has been 
generalized as follows: If d is a [a, T)-derivation of a semiprime rinf R that is 
either endomorphism or anti-endomorphism, then d = 0. 
Chapter 5 is devoted to the study of Jordan derivations, a concept 
introduced and studied by I. N. Herstein [81]. Section 5.2, includes the 
generalization of a result proved by Bresar and Vukman [39] for Lie ideals. In 
Section 5.3, we generalize a result due to Herstein [81] for Jordan left (resp. 
right) deri\ation as follows: Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a 
Lie ideal of R such that u^ € U, for all u E U. If d : R —> R is an additive 
mapping such that d{v?) — 2ud{u), for all u € U, then d{uv) — ud{v) + vd{u), 
for all u,v € U. The last section of the chapter contains a similar extension of 
the result for Jordan generalized derivations. 
In each chapter suitable examples are provided at proper places to 
demonstrate that the restrictions imposed on the hypotheses of the various results 
were not superfluous. Necessary remarks are also given at places to elaborate the 
concepts. 
At the end, an exhaustive bibliography of the existing Hterature related to 
the subject matter of the thesis is included. 
Two papers of the author, one based on a portion of the material presented 
in chaptr 4 and another one based on a portion of chapter 5 have already been 
published in Rad. Math. (1999) and Arch. Math (Brno) (2000) respectively 
Also , two papers accepted for for publications in Math. J. Okayama Univ. and 
Tamkang J. Math, include some portions of the text of chapter 5. 
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This chapter is devoted to collect some basic notions and important 
terminology with a view to making our thesis as self contained as possible. 
Ofcourse, the elementry knowledge of the algebraic concepts such as groups, 
rings, ideals, fields and homomorphisms etcetera, has been preassumed and no 
attempt will be made to discuss them here. Some key results and well-known 
theorems are also included which we shall need in the development of the 
subsequent chapters. Most of the material included in this chapter occurs in 
standard literature namely, Herstein ([79], [80]), Jacobson [89], McCoy [112], 
Kurosh [99] and Rowen [115]. 
§1.2. Some R i n g Theoret ic C o n c e p t s 
Throughout, unless otherwise indicated, R represents an associative ring 
(may be without unity). For any pair of elements a,b ^ R, the commutator 
ab~ba is denoted by [a, 6] and anti-commutator ab + ba by aob. In the present 
section we give a brief exposition of some important terminology in ring theory. 
Definition 1.2.1 (Direct Sum and Subdirect S u m of Rings) . Let 
Si,i G J7 be a family of rings indexed by the set U and let us denote by 
S the set of all functions defined on the set U such that for each i € t/, the 
value of the function at i is an element of 5,-. If addition and multiplication 
in S are defined as : (a + b){i) = a{i) + b{i),{ab)i = a{i)b{i) for a,b e S, 
then S is ring which is called the complete direct sum of the rings Si,i G U. 
The set of all functions in S which take on the values zero at all but at most 
a finite number of elements i of [/ is a subring of S which is called discrete 
direct sum of the rings 5,,i G U. However, if /7 is a finite set, the complete 
(discrete) direct sum of rings 5,,i € U, as defined above is called direct sum 
of the rings 5,, i € U. 
Let r be a subring of the direct sum S of S', and for each i ^ U let 6, be 
a homomorphism of S onto 5', defined by aOi — a{i) for a & S. If T6i = Si 
for every i G U, then T is said to be a subdirect sum of the rings 5,-, i £ U. 
Definition 1.2.2 (Ni lpotent E lement ) . An element a; of i? is said to be 
nilpotent if there exists a positive integer n such that x" = 0. If such a positive 
integer exists, then the least integer n > \ with i " = 0 is called the index of 
nilpotency of x. 
Remark 1.2.1. It is trivial that the zero of a ring is nilpotent and index of 
nilpotency of an element a; G i? is 1 if and only if a; = 0. Moreover, every 
nilpotent element is necessarily a divisior of zero. Indeed, if a "^^  0 and n is the 
smallest positive integer such that a" = 0, then n > 1 and a{a^~^] = 0 with 
a"-i ^ 0. 
Definition 1.2.3 ( Idempotent E lement ) . An element e of a ring R is said 
to be idempotent if and only if e^ = e. 
Remark 1.2.2. It is obvious that zero is an idempotent element of every ring. 
Moreover, if R contains unity 1, then 1 is also idempotent. 
Definition 1.2.4 (Characteristic of Ring). The least positive integer n 
(if one exists) such that nx = 0, for every element a; of /? is called the 
characteristic of R and generally expressed as char R = n. If no such 
positive integer exists, then R is said to have the characteristic zero. 
Remark 1.2.3. Obviously, if char R ^ m, then ma = 0 for some a e R 
implies that a = 0. 
Definition 1.2.5 (Torsion Free Element). An element x £ Ris said to be 
n-torsion free if nx = 0 implies that x = 0. If nx = 0 imlies x = 0, for every 
X € H, we say that the ring R \s n — torsion free. 
Definition 1.2.6 (Nilpotent Ideal). A right (left or two sided) ideal / of a 
ring R is said to be nilpotent if there exists a positive integer n > 1, such that 
r = (0). 
Definition 1.2.7 (Nil Ideal). A right (left or two sided) ideal / of a ring R 
is nil ideal if each of its elements is nilpotent. 
Remarks 1.2.4. 
(i) If every element of a ring R is nilpotent, then R itself is called a nil ring. 
(it) Every nilpotent ideal is nil ideal but a nil ideal need not be necessarily 
nilpotent. 
Example 1.2.1. Let M be the ring of all 2 x 2 upper triangular matrices over 
integers. Then the ideal generated by I n ) *^  nilpotent. 
Example 1.2.2. Let p be a fixed prime and for each positive integer i, /2, 
be the ideal in Z/{p''^^), consisting of all the nilpotent elements of Z/{p''^^), 
that is, consisting of the residue classes modulo p*"*"' which contain multiples 
of p. Then /?{"•"' = (0), whereas /2f 7^  (0) for A; < i + 1. Now consider the 
discrete direct sum T of the ring i?,- {i = 1,2,3, ). Since each element of 
T diifers from zero in only of finite number of components, each element of T 
is nilpotent and T is therefore a nil ideal in T or, as usually said, T is a nil 
ring. However, for each positive integer n, there exist elements a of T such 
that a" ^ 0. In other words, although every element of T is nilpotent, there is 
no fixed positive integer n such that a" = 0 for every a ET. Accordingly, T is 
not nilpotent. 
Definition 1.2.8 (Commutator Ideal). The ideal of a ring R generated by 
all the commutators [x,y] with a;,y € i? is called commutator ideal oi R. 
Definition 1.2.9 (Prime Ideal). A proper ideal / of /? is called a prime 
ideal if for any two ideals A and B of R, AB C / implies AC. I ox B C I. 
Remark 1.2.5. Equivalently, an ideal P in a ring R is prime if and only if 
any one of the following holds. 
(i) If a, 6 G i? such tliat aRh C F, then ae P or be P. 
[ii) If (a) and (6) are principal ideals in R such that (a)(6) C P, then a e P 
or be P. 
{Hi) If U and V are right (left) ideals in R such that UV C P, then U C P 
orVCP. 
Definition 1.2.10 (Semiprime Ideal). An ideal P in a ring R is said to be 
semiprime if for every ideal I oi R, P C P implies I Q P. 
R e m a r k s 1.2.6. 
(i) A prime ideal is necessarily semiprime also but converse need not hold. 
[ii] Intersection of prime (semiprime) ideals is semiprime. Thus in the ring 
2S of integers ideal (2) fl (3) = (6) is semiprime which is not prime. 
Definition 1.2.11 (Minimal Ideal) . An ideal M in a ring R is called 
a minimal ideal \{ M ^ (0) and there exists no ideal / in i? such that 
(0) C / C M. 
Definition 1.2.12 (Maximal Ideal) . An ideal M of a ring R is called a 
maximal ideal of R'lf M ^ R, and if for any ideal I oi R such that M C I C R, 
we have I = M ov I = R. 
Remark 1.2.7, Every maximal ideal in a commutative ring R with unity is 
prime. However, the converse is not true. 
The following example shows that unity in the ring R is essential for the 
validity of the statement given in Remark 1.2.7. 
Example 1.2.3. The ideal (4) in E, the ring of even integers is a maximal 
ideal, but it is not prime. In fact, 2.2 G (4) but 2 ^ (4). 
Definition 1.2.13 (Annihi lator) . If M is a subset of a commutative ring 
R, then the annihilator of M, denoted by Ann{M) is the set of all elements r 
of R such that rm = 0, for all m G M. Thus 
Ann{M) = {r e R\ rm = 0, for all m € M } . 
Definition 1.2.14 (Pr ime Ring) . A ring R is said to be prime if and only 
if a,b'mR such that aRb = (0), implies that either a = 0 or 6 = 0. 
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Remark 1.2.8. Equivalently, a ring R is a prime ring if and only if any one 
of the following holds. 
(i) If (a) and (6) are principal ideals in R such that (a)(6) = (0), then a = 0 
or 6 = 0. 
(n) I f / i and I2 are ideals in R such that /1/2 = (0), then Ii — (0) or I2 = (0). 
[iii] The zero ideal (0) is a prime ideal in R. 
Definition 1.2.15 (Semiprime Ring) . A ring R which has no nonzero 
nilpotent ideals is said to be a semiprime ring. 
Remark 1.2.9. A ring R is semiprime if and only lixRx = 0, for some x G R, 
then a; = 0. 
Definition 1.2 16 (Simple Ring) . A ring R is called simple if R^ ^ (0) and 
it has no ideals other then (0) and R. 
Definition 1.2.17 (Centre of a Ring) . The centre Z{R) of a ring R is the 
set of all those elements of R which commute with each elements of R i.e. 
Z{R) = {xe R\ xr = rx, for all r e R}. 
Thus, a ring R is commutative if and only if Z{R) = R. 
Definition 1.2.18 (Centralizer) . Let 5 be a non-empty subset of /?, then 
the centralizer Cfi{S) of S in R, is defined by 
CR{S) = {X E R\ SX = XS, for all s £ S}. 
If X e CR{S), then we say that x centralizes S. Evidently Cfi{R) = Z{R), the 
centre of R. 
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Definition 1.2.19 (Module). Let i? be a ring. An additive Abelian group 
M together with a function JJ. : R x M —>• M is said to be a left module over 
R, or a left R-module if for all a,/3 e R and mi,m2,m € M then following 
conditions hold : 
(?) /i(a + /?, m) = ;u(a, m) + {n{(3, m) 
[ii) iJ,{a,mi + 1712) = fi{a,mi) + p.{a,m2) [{in)] /J.[a,fj,{P,m)) = fj,{a0,m) 
If in case of R having unity 1, one more condition, namely /z(l,m) = m 
holds for all m E M, the left module M is called as unital left /^-module. 
The function /i is called the scalar multiplication of the /^-module M, For 
each a G R and m G M, the element /i(Q,m) G M is generally denoted by am 
and is known as the scalar product of a by ni. 
A right /^-module is defined analogously. 
We some time denote a left /^-module (resp. a right i?-module) by RM 
(resp. MR). 
Remark 1.2.10. For a commutative ring R, the notions of left and right 
module over R essentially concide with each other and in this case we simply 
speak of a module over R. 
Definition 1.2.20 (Bimodule). Let R and S be arbitrary rings and M be 
a module over R as well as over S with the condition that for any r €. R and 
seS 
r(ms) = {rm)s, for all m e M. [B) 
Then M is said to be a bimodule, more explicitly, an (i? - S')-module or 
bimodule RMS-
R e m a r k s 1.2.11. 
(0 If M is a left /^-module and a right 5-module, then {R - 5)-module is 
classified exactly as above with condition {B). 
(ii) On the other hand if M is a left /^-module and also a left 5-module, then 
M is a bimodule if condition (B) is replaced by the condition 
r{sm) = s{rm), for all r € /?, s e S and m € M. [B') 
E x a m p l e 1.2.4. Let MR be any right /^-module, E = Homfl(A/, M) its ring 
of endomorphisms. Then it is readily verified that M turns to be a E-module 
EM such that 
e[mr) = {em)r, for all e 6 i?,m € M and r G R. 
Thus M becomes a bimodule EMR. 
Defini t ion 1.2.21 (Lie a n d J o r d a n S t r u c t u r e s ) . Given an associative ring 
R, we can induce on R using its operations two structures as follows: 
(i) For all x, j / 6 i?, the Lit product [x,y] = xy — yx. 
{ii) For all X,y € /?, the Jordan product x oy = xy + yx. 
R e m a r k 1.2.12. For any x,y,z ^ /?, the following identities hold: 
(i) [xy,z] = x[y,z] + {x,z]y. 
{ii) [x,yz] = y[x,z] + [x,y]z. 
{Hi) [[x,y],z] + [[y,z],x] + [[2,x],y] = 0. This identity is generally known as 
Jacobi identity. 
(iv) X 0 (yz) = (a: o y}z - y[x, z] = y{x o z) + [x, y]z. 
(v) [xy) o z = x{y o z) - [x, z]y = (x o z)y + x[y, z]. 
Definition 1.2.22 (Lie (Jordan) Ring). Let R he h ring. We can 
Induce on R using Its multiplicative a well known structure, the operation Lie 
(resp. Jordan) rmff defining the product in this ring to be [a, 6] = ab — ba (resj). 
ao b = ab + ba) for all a, 6 6 R, where the product ab signifies the product of 
a and b in the ring R itself 
Definition 1.2 23 (Lie (Jordan) Subring). A nonvoid subset U of R is a 
Lie (resp. Jordan) subring of R if U is an additive subgroup of R and a^b ^ U^ 
impUii* IhM [u,t] (j-emp, {a a b)) 1B also In U, 
Definition 1.2.24 (Lie (Jordan) Ideal). An additive subgroup U C R is 
said to be a Lie (resp. Jordan) ideal of R if whenever u ^ U and r G /?, ihen 
[u, r] (resp. {u o r)) is in (7. 
Example 1.2.5. Let R be the ring of all 2 x 2 matrices over GF{2). Let 
a,b,c,£ GF{2) >. It can be readily verified that U is a Lie 
a, 6 G GF{2) > is a Jordan ideal of R. 
\ c a 
ideal of R and J = s i , 
[\ b a 
Definition 1.2.25 (Commuting Function). Let 5 be a subset of R. A 
function F : R—^R is said to be Commuting function on 5" if [F{x),x] — 0, 
for all X G 5. 
Definition 1.2.26 (Centralizing Function). Let 5 be a subset of R. A 
function F : R-^R is said to be a centralizing function on S if [F(x),x] G Z{R), 
for all X G 5* i.e. [[f (x),x],z] = 0, for all x G 5 and z £ R. 
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Definition 1.2.27 (Derivation). An additive mapping d : R—>R is said to 
be derivation if it satisfies d{xy) = d{x)y + xd{y), for all x,y e R. 
For a fixed a e R, define d : R—^R by d{x) = [x,a], for all x e R. The 
function d so defined can be easily checked to be additive and, 
d{xy) = [xy,a] 
= x[y,a] + [x,a]y 
= xd{y) + d{x)y, for all x,y 6 R. 
Thus (i is a derivation which is called inner derivation of R and is generally 
denoted by la. 
Example 1.2.6. Le t / ?= I [ " ^ J a,6,c,(/€ GF(2) I be the ring of 2 x 2 
matrices over GF{2). Define a mapping d : R—>R as follows: 
Then ci is a derivation on R. 
§1.3. Some Well-Known Results 
In this section we state some well-known results which will be frequently 
used in the development of the subsequent chapters. 
Theorem 1.3.1 (Bresar [30]). Let Rhe a 2-torsion free semiprime ring and 
U he & Jordan subring of R. If an additive mapping F of R into it self is 
centralizing on [/, then F is commuting on U. 
Theorem 1.3.2 (Daif and Bell [65]). Let /2 be a semiprime ring and / be 
a nonzero ideal of R. If a in i? centralizes the set [/, / ] , then a centralizes /. 
Theorem 1.3.3 (Herstein [79]). (a) Let i? be a semiprime ring and let / 
be a right ideal of R. Then Z{I) C Z{R). 
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(6) Let R be a. semiprime ring and / 5^  0 be a right ideal of R. If / is 
commutative as a ring, then I C Z{R). If in addition R is prime , then R 
must be commutative. 
Theorem 1.3.4 (Herstein [80]). Let Rhea, ring and 0 7^  ^ be a right ideal 
of R. Suppose that given a € A, a" = 0 for a fixed integer n, then R has a 
nonzero nilpotent ideal. 
Theorem 1.3.5 (Posner [114]). Let i? be a prime ring of characteristic not 
2 and di, d^ be derivations of R such that the iterate did^ is also a derivation, 
then one at least of di, d^ is zero. 
Theorem 1,3.6 (Posner [114]), Let Rhea prime ring and let d be a nonzero 
derivation of R. If d is centralizing on R, then R is commutative. 
CHAPTER 2 
COMMUTATIVITY OF RINGS 
WITH DERIVATIONS 
' ' • ^ " ^ 
CHAPTER-2 
COMMUTATIVITY OF RINGS 
WITH DERIVATIONS 
§2.1. Introduction 
Over the last two decades several authors have established 
comrnutativity tiieorcins for ])riine and scmipriiiie rings admitting functions 
like automorphisms, endomorphisms and derivations etc. In the present 
chapter, we have investigated the comrnutativity of prime rings with 
derivations satisfying certain polynomial constraints. In a recent paper 
Daif and Bell [65] showed that a semiprime ring R must be commutative 
if it admits a derivation d such that d{[x,y]) = [x,y], for all x,y G R. 
This result has been generalized for Lie ideals in Section 2.2. Further, we 
study the commutativity of rings satisfying the properties like d{xy) = xy, 
d{xy) = yx, d{x o y) — x o y or d{x o y) + {x o y) = 0. Finally, 
Section 2.3 is devoted to explore the behaviour of the rings satisfying either 
of the properties d{x) o d{y) = 0, d{x) o d{y) = xoy, d{x) o d{y) + xoy — 0 
and [d{x)d{y) — xy,z]. The section closed with a conjecture which could not 
be settled. 
Throughout, as usual Z{R) will denote the center of the ring R and 
for any subset S C R , CR{S) will stand for the centerlizer of 
S (cf. Definition 1.2.18). 
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§2.2. 
In a recent paper, Daif and Bell [65] established that a semiprime ring R 
must be commutative if it admits a derivation d such that d([x,y]) = [x,y], 
for all x,y e R. In view of- this result, it is natural to ask the question as 
to what we can say about the comrnutativity of R satisfying the properly 
d{[x,y]) = [x,2/], for all a;,j/ in some distinguished subsets of R. In the 
following theorem, it is shown that the conclusion of the above result remains 
true when the underlying subset is a Lie ideal (cf. Definition 1.2.24) of a 
prime ring R. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 2 . 1 . //</ /(* ht a. '^-lorsion free priiin- rhuj <uul. 11 Ix a. nonzirt) 
Lie ideal of R. If R admits a derivation d such that d{[u^v]) = [u,u], for all 
u,veU, then U C Z{R). 
For developing the proof of the above theorem we require the following 
lemmas essentially proved in [25]. 
L e m m a 2.2 .1 . Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring. If U is a nonzero 
Lie ideal of R and a E R centralizes [U,U], then a centralizes U, that is 
CR{[U,U]) = CRiU). 
L e m m a 2.2.2. If U % Z{R) is Lie ideal of a 2-torsion free prime ring R 
and a,b ^ R such that aUb = (0), then a = 0 or b = 0. 
L e m m a 2.2.3. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a nonzero 
Lie ideal of R. If d is a nonzero derivation of R such that d{U) — (0), then 
U CZ{R). 
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The proof of the following lemma can be found in [7]. 
L e m m a 2.2.4. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a nonzero Lie 
ideal of R. If d is a nonzero derivation of R such that [u,d{u)] € Z{R), for 
allue U, then U C Z{R). 
Proof of Theorem 2.2 .1 . If c? = 0, then [u,v] = d{[u,v]) = 0, for all 
u,v E U. Replacing v by [u,r] we get [u, [u,r]] = 0, for all u € t/, r € R. 
Again replace r by r.s, to get [u, [u,r,s]] = 0, for all u G U, r,s 6 R. Thus in 
view of Remark 1.2.12 gives, 
[u, [u, rJJ.s + r[u, [(/,, ,s]] + 2[v., ?•][«, ,s] = 0, for all n G //, •/•, .s G 11. 
This implies that 2[u,7-][u,s] = 0, for all u G (/, ?',s G R. Since char R / 2, 
we get [u,r][u,s] = 0. Replacing 5 by sr, this yields [u,r]/^[u,r] = (0), for 
all u G /7, r G R- Thus, primeness of R forces that [u,r] = 0, for all u ^ (J, 
r £ R, and hence U C Z{R). Now, onward we assume that d ^ 0. For any 
u,v ^ U, we have (i([u,f]) = [u,v]. This implies that 
(i([u, [ti;,u]]) = [u, [u;,z;]], for all u,v,weU, 
and hence 
[d{u), [w, v]] + [u, d{[w, v])] = [u, [w, v]] 
i.e. 
[d(u),[t/;,z;]] + [zi,d([u;,v]) - [zi;,?;]] = 0, for all u,v,w e U. 
Thus, application of our hypothesis yields that for all u,v,w G U, 
[d{u),[w,v]] = 0 and hence by Lemma 2.2.1, we find that d{u) G CR{U), 
for all u E U. In particutar, this gives that [c^(u),u] = 0, for all u ^ U. 
Hence, by application of Lemma 2.2.4, we get the required result. D 
Using the same techniques with necessary variations, we get the 
following. 
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Theorem 2.2.2. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U he a nonzero 
Lie ideal of R. If R admits a derivation d such that d{[u,v]) + [u,v] = 0, for 
allu,ve U, thenU C Z{R). 
Corollary 2.2.1. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a nonzero 
Lie ideal of R. If R admits a derivation d such that d{uv) = uv, for all 
u,veU, thenU C Z{R). 
Proof. For any u,v E U, 
d{[u,v]) = d{uv — vu) 
— (f(ut)) — d{y\i) 
= nil — i>n 
Hence by Theorem 2.2.1, we get the required result.• 
Similarly, we get the following. 
Corollary 2.2.2. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a nonzero 
Lie ideal of R. If R admits a derivation d such that d{uv) = vu, for all 
u,v eU, then U C Z{R). 
If we replace commutator [a, 6] by anti-commutator a o 6 in 
Theorem 2.2.1, we obtain the following result, of course imposing a restriction 
on the Lie ideal U. 
Theorem 2.2.3. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a nonzero 
Lie ideal of R such that u"^ G U, for all u E U. If R admits a derivation d 
such that d{u o u) = u o u, for all u,v G U, then U C Z{R). 
Proof. If d = 0, then we have 
uov^O, for all u,v e U. (2.2.1) 
i() 
In view of the hypothesis of the theorem u^ G U•, for all u ^ U, we have 
{v + wY € U, and so {v + w^ — v'^ — w'^ = vw + wv <£ U, for all v,w ^ U. Also 
uio — wv € U, for all u,u; G U. Hence we find that 2vw 6 U, for all v,w ^ U. 
Replacing v by 2vzi> in (2.2.1) and using (2.2.1), we have 2v[u,w] = 0, for all 
u,v,xi) G V. This implifs that i'f?t,t(>l = 0, for all 7/.,ii,?() G U. Again rrplacc 
V by [u,7'], to get [Uj/'JIu/u;] = 0, for all u,w G U^ r G /i . For any i^ G R, 
replacing r by r s , we get [ujrj/jfu, ID] = (0), for all u,w ^ U, r ^ R. Thus, 
in particular we have [u,u;]i?[u, lo] — (0), for all u,u; G U. The primeness 
of R yields that [u,w] = U, for all u,iu G U- Note that the arguiiieuts given 
in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 are still valid in the present 
situation and hence we get the required result. 
Now, let d ^ 0, and on contrary U % Z{R). For any u,v G U, we have 
d{u 0 v) — u o V. This can be rewritten as 
d{u) ov+ U0 d{v) = uov, for a l lu ,z ;G6' ' . (2.2.2) 
Replacing v by 2vu in (2.2.2) and using the fact that characteristic of R is 
different from 2, we find that 
{d{u) 0 V + uo d(v) — u o v)u + {uo v)d{u) = 0, for all u^v E U 
and hence application of (2.2.2) gives that (u o v)d{u) — 0, for all u,v G U. 
Again replace v by 2iuv, to get [u,w]vd{u) = 0, for all u,v,w G U and hence 
[u,w]Ud{u) = (0), for all u,w e U. Thus, for each u G t/ by Lemma 2.2.2, 
either [u,w] = 0 or d{u) = 0. Now let Ui = {u e U \ [u,w] = 0, for all 
w G t / } , U2 = {u e U \ d{u) = 0}. Then Ui and U2 both are additive 
subgroups of U and t/, U t/^ = ^ . Thus, either Ui = U or ^2 = U. If (/, = ^/, 
then [u^w] = 0, for all u,w G t/. Hence again using the same arguments as 
used in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 2.2.1, we get U C Z{R), a 
contradiction. On the other hand if U2 — U, then d{u) — 0, for all u G 6'^  
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and hence by Lemma 2.2.3, we get a contradiction. Tiiis completes the proof 
of the theorem. • 
Using similar arguments one can also prove the following: 
Theorem 2.2.4. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a nonzero 
Lie ideal of R such that v? G U, for all u ^ U. If R admits a derivation d 
such that d{u o v) + {u o v) = 0, for all u,v €: U, then U C Z{R). 
Remark 2.2.1. In the hypotheses of Theorems 2.2.3 and 2.2.4, if we choose 
the underlying subset as an ideal instead of Lie ideal, then we can prove the 
following r(\siilt even without the fliara.ctci'istic assniiiption on the I'ing. 
Theorem 2.2.5. Let R be a prime ring and I be a nonzero ideal of R. If R 
admits a derivation d such that d{x o y) = x o y, holds for all x ,y € / , then 
R is commutative. 
The following lemma due to Mayne [109] is pertinent for developing the 
proof of the above theorem. 
L e m m a 2.2.5. If a prime ring R contains a nonzero commutative right 
ideal, then R is commmutative. 
Before proving above theorem we pause to establish a small 
intermedjatory lemma. 
L e m m a 2.2.6. Let R be a prime ring and I be a nonzero right ideal of R. 
If d is a nonzero on R, then d is nonzero on I. 
Proof. If d{x) = 0 = d{xr), for all a; € / , r € R, then it follows 
that d{x)r + xd{r) = 0 and hence xd{r) = 0, for all x ^ I, r e R i.e. 
xRd{r) = (0), for all x € / , r £ R. Since / is nonzero right ideal of i?, we find 
that d = 0. • 
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Proof of Theorem 2.2.5. For any x, t / G / , we have (/(xoy) = i-oj/. Ud — 0, 
then X o y — 0, for all x,y 6 / . Replacing y by yz and using the fact that 
xy = —yx, we find that y[x, z] = 0 for all x,y,z E: I and hence IR[x, z] = (0), 
for all x,z e I. Since / 7^  (0), and /? is prime, we get [a;, z] = 0, for all x,z e I 
and hence by Lemma 2.2.5, R is commutative. Hence, onward we assume 
that d ^ 0. For any x-iy E I, we have d{x oy) = x oy. This can be rewritten 
as 
d{x) 0 y-{-x 0 d{y) = x 0 y^ for allx.y^I. (2.2.3) 
Replacing y by yx in (2.2.3), we get 
d{x) 0 {yx) + x 0 {d{y)x + yd{x)) = X 0 {yx), for all x,y E I 
and hence in view of (2.2.3) the above relation yields that {x 0 y)d{x) = 0, 
for all x,y £ I. Again replace y by zy, to get z{x 0 y)d{x) + [x,z]yd{x) = 0, 
for all x,y,z £ / and hence [x,z]IRd{x) = (0), for all x,z € / . Thus, 
primeness of R forces that for each x E I either d{x) = 0 or [x,z]I = 0 for 
all z E I. The set of a; e / for which these two properties hold are additive 
subgroups of / whose union is / and therefore d{I) = (0) or [x ,z ] / = 0, for 
all x,z E I. If d{I) = (0), then by Lemma 2.2.6, a contradiction. Therefore 
[x,2:]/ = 0, for all x,z E I. This implies that [x,z]RI = (0). Since / ^ (0), 
we find that [x,z] — 0, for all x,z E I and hence again by Lemma 2.2.5, R is 
commutative. • 
Using similar arguments as above with necessary variations we can prove 
the following: 
Theorem 2.2.6. Let R be a prime ring and I be a nonzero ideal of R. If R 
admits a derivation d such that d{x 0 y) + {x 0 y) — 0 , holds for all x,y E I, 
then R is commutative. 
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§2.3. 
A ring R is anti-commutative if x o y = 0, for all x,y €. R. A 
careful scrutiny of the proof of the Theorem 2.2.5 shows that a prime ring 
R is commutative if it satisfies the property a; o y = 0, for all x,y € R. 
Thus, it seems natural to explore the behaviour of rings satisfying the 
property d{x) o d{y) = 0, for all a;,y G R- In this direction we shall study 
the properties d{x) o d{y) = 0, d{x) o d{y) = x oy, d{x) o d{y) + x o y = 0, 
and d{x)d{y) — xy € Z{R). 
We begin with the following. 
T h e o r e m 2.3.7. Let R be a 2-iorsion free prime ring and I be a nonzero 
ideal of R. If R admits a nonzero derivation d such that d{x) o d{y) — 0, for 
all x,y €i I, then R is commutative. 
In preparation for proof of the above theorem we state the following 
lemma due to Bell and Martindale [19]. 
L e m m a 2.3.7. Let R be a prime ring and I be a nonzero left ideal of R. If 
R admits a nonzero derivation d such that [x,d{x)] is central for all x G / , 
then R is commutative. 
The following lemma is proved in [79]. However, we provide below an 
alternative proof of the same. 
L e m m a 2.3.8. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and I be a nonzero ideal 
of R. If R admits a derivation d such that d'^{x) = 0, for all x ^ I, then 
d = 0. 
Proof. We have d'^{x) = 0, for all x G / . Replacing x by xy, we get 
d'^ixy) = 0 = d^{x)y + 2d{x)d{y) + xd'^{y), for all x,y e I. 
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But cP{x) = 0 = d'^{y) by the hypothesis. The upshot is that 2d{x)d{y) = 0, 
for all x,y ^ I. Because R is 2-torsion free we get that d{x)d{y) = 0. Now, 
for any r ^ R, replace y by yr, to get d{x)yd{r) = 0, for all x,y £ I and hence 
d{x)IRd{r) = (0), for all a; G / , r 6 R- Thus, primeness of R forces that 
either d = 0 or d{x)I = 0. If d{x)I = 0, for all a: 6 / , then d{x)RI = (0), for 
all X G /; since / 7^  0, and R is prime the above relation yields that d{x) — 0, 
for all X G / and by Lemma 2.2.6, we get the required result. • 
Now we are equipped well to prove our theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3.7. For any x,y G /, we have c/(i) o d[y) — 0. 
Replacing y by yz, we get, d[x) o [d[y)z + yd(z)) — 0, for all x,y,z G / ;ui(l 
hence we find that 
{d{x)od{y))z-d{y)[d{x),z] + [d{x),y]d{z)+y{d{x)od{z)) = 0, for all x,y,z ^ I. 
Now, by our hypothesis above relation yields that 
[d{x),y]d{z)-d{y)[d{x),z] = 0, for all x,y,zel. (2.3.1) 
Replace z by zd{x) in (2.3.1) and use (2.3.1), to get [d(x),y]zd'^{x) — 0, 
for all x,y,z G / and hence [d{x),y]IRd'^{x) = (0). Thus, primeness of R 
forces that for each x G / either d'^{x) = 0 or [d{x),y]I = 0. The sets of 
elements of / for which these two conditions hold are additive subgroups 
of / whose unioun is /, consequently, we must have either d'^{I) = (0) or 
[d{x),y]I = 0, for all x,y G / . If d^I) = (0), then by Lemma 2.3.8, we 
get d = 0, a, contradiction. Therefore, consider the remaining possibility 
that [d{x),y]I = 0, for all x,y e I and hence [d{x),y]RI = (0), for all 
x,y G / . Since / ^ (0), and R is prime , we get [d{x),y] = 0, for all 
x,y e I. Now, replacing y by yx, we get y[d{x),x] - 0, for all x,y e I and 
hence IR[d{x),x] = (0), for all x G / . Again the primeness of R gives that 
[d{x),x] = 0, for all X G / and by Lemma 2.3.7, R is commutative. D 
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Theorem 2.3.8. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and I be a nonzero 
ideal of R. If R admits a derivation d such that d{x) o d{y) = x o y, for all 
x,y E I, then R is commutative. 
Proof. For any x,y E I, we have d{x)od{y) = xoy. lid — 0, then x o y = 0, 
for all X, y G / . Notice that the arguments given in the beginning of the proof 
of Theorem 2.2.5 are still valid in the present situation and hence we get the 
required result. Hence onward we assume that d ^ 0. For any x, j / G / w e 
have d{x) o d[y) — xoy. Replacing y by yz, we get 
d[x) o {d{y)z-\-yd{z)) = x o {yz)., for all x,y,z£l., 
and hence 
{d{x)od{y))z-d{y)[d{x),z] + {d{x)oy)d{z)-y[d{x),d{z)] = {xoy)z-y[x,z]. 
Now, using our hypothesis we find that 
(dix) 0 y)d{z) - diy)[d{x),z] - y[d{x), diz)] + y[x, z] = 0. (2.3.2) 
For any r E R, replace y by ry in (2.3.2) and use (2.3.2), to get 
[d{x),r]yd{z) - d{r)y[d{x),z] = OJoY all x,y,z E I, r E R. 
Now, substituting d{x) for r in the above relation, we find that 
d'^{x)y[d{x),z] = 0, for all x, y, z E I. For each x G / , 
d^{x)RI[d{x),z] = (0), for all z E I. Define A = {x e I \ d^x) = 0}, 
B := {x e I \ I[d{x),z], for all z e / } . Clearly, both A and B are 
additive subgroups of / and I = AU B. By application of Brauer's trick, we 
have either I = A ov I = B. If / = A, then d^(x) = 0, for all x e / and 
hence by Lemma 2.3.8, d = 0, a. contradiction. On the other hand if / = 5 , 
then I[d{x),z] - 0, for all x,z e I and hence IR[d{x),z] = (0). Since / is a 
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nonzero ideal of R and R is prime the above relation yields that [d{x), z] = 0, 
for all x,z G / . In particular, [(i(a;),x] = 0, for all x G / and hence by 
Lemma 2.3.7, R is commutative. • 
Using the similar arguments as above with necessary variations we can 
prove the following: 
T h e o r e m 2.3.9. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and I be a nonzero 
ideal of R. If R admits a derivation d such that d{x) o d{y) + x o y = 0, for 
all x ,y G / , then R is commutative. 
Theorem 2.3.10. Let R be a prime rinfj and 1 be a nonzero ideal of R. IJ 
li admits a derivation d such that d[x)d[y) — xy G Z{R.), for all .f,y G /, 
then R is commutative. 
Proof. We have d{x)d{y) — xy e Z{R), for all x,y ^ I. li d = 0, then 
xy G Z{R), for all x,y ^ I. In particular [xj/,x] = 0, for all x,y E. I and 
hence x[2/,x] = 0. Replacing y by yz, we get xy[2,x] = 0, for all x , y ,2 G / . 
This can be written in the form xRI[z,x] = (0), for all x,z G / . Thus, 
primeness of R gives that I[z, x] = 0, for all x,z £ I and hence IR[z, x] = (0). 
Since / =^ (0), and R is prime the above relation yields that [z, x] = 0, for all 
x,z E I and by Lemma 2.2.5, R is commutative. Hence onward we assume 
that d ^ 0. For any x,y G / , we have d{x)d{y) — xy G Z{R). For any r ^ R, 
replacing y by yr, we get 
{d{x)d{y) - xy)r + d{x)yd{r) G Z{R). 
This imphes that 
[{d{x)d{y) - xy)r + d{x)yd{r), r] = 0. for all x,yel, r G/?, 
and hence by our hypothesis, the above relation yields that 
[d{x)yd{r),r] = 0, for all x, y G / , r G/?. (2.3.3) 
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This can be rewritten as d{x)[yd{r),r] + [d{x),r]yd{r) = 0. Now, replace y 
by d{x)y in the above expression, to get 
d{x)[d{x)yd{r),7-] + [d{x),i-]d{x)yd{r) - 0, for all x,y e 1, r E R 
and hence by application of (2.3.3), we find that [d{x),r]d{x)yd{r) — 0 
i.e. \d{x)^r\d{x)RId(r) = (0). Thus, primeness of R forces that either 
\d{x),r\d{x) = 0 or ld[r) = (0). If ld{T) = 0, for all r € i?, then 
IRd{r) = 0, for all r G fi; since / / (0), and R is prime , v/e get 
c? = 0, a contradiction. Therefore, assuming the remaining possibility that 
[d{x),r]d{x) = 0, for all a: G / , r G R. Now, replace /• by r r j , to get 
r[d{x),ri]d{x) + [d{x),r]rid{x) = 0 and hence [d{x),r]Rd{x) = (0), for all 
X G / , r G i?. The primeness of R implies that for each x G / either d{x) = 0 
or [(f(x),r] = 0, for all x E I, r E R. But d[x) = 0 also implies that 
[c/(x),r] = 0, for all X G / , r E R. Hence in particular [d{x)^x\ = 0, for all 
X E I and by Lemma 2.3.7, R is commutative. • 
The author failed to settle the following conjecture: 
C o n j e c t u r e . Let R he a prime ring and I a nonzero ideal of R. If R admits 







SEMIDERIVATIONS IN PRIME RINGS 
§3.1. Introduction 
In 1983, J. Bergen [22] introduced the notion of a function more general 
than derivation which he has called as semiderivation (cf. Definition 3.2.1). 
In the present chapter some known results for derivations have been general-
ized in the setting of semiderivations. Section 3.2 begins with some definitions 
and includes certain extensions of some results of Aydin and Soyttirk [12]. 
The study is contained in the next section also. 
In Section 3.4, a result recently proved by Soytiirk [119] has been 
generalized for semiderivations. The theorem which we refer is namely : Let 
R be a prime ring with charR 7^  2,3 and U be a nonzero {a,T)-Lie ideal of 
R. If d is a nonzero derivation of R such that d{U) C U and d^{U) C Z{R), 
then U C Z{R). 
Finally, we invesigate the commutativity of prime and semiprime rings 
admitting semiderivations, which are strong commutativity preserving on its 
certain subset. 
§3.2 
With a view to making our text self contained, we begin with the 
definitions of some notions: 
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Let a ,T : R —> R be any mappings on R. For the pair of elements 
x,y £ Rvie set [x,y]„^r = xa{y) — T{y)x. For x,y,z G R, then the following 
relations are easy to verify: 
[xy, z]a,r = x[y, z\a,-r + [x, T{z)\y = x{y, a{z)\ + \x,z\^^^y 
and [x, yz\„^r = T(y)[x, z]^,^ + [x, y]<,,rcr(2). 
Definition 3.2.1 (Semiderivation). An additive mapping / : R—>R is 
called a semiderivation associated with a function g : R—>R if the following 
hold: 
(0 f{xy) = /(i')^(y) + ^'/(i/) = f{x)y + yi^)f{y)^ for all x,y G /i. 
(") /(5(x)) = 5(/(x)), for all xeR. 
Remark 3.2.1. All semiderivations associated with / , the identity map are 
merely ordinary derivations. 
The following example justify that notion of semiderivations is a 
generalization of the notion of derivations. 
Example 3.2.1. Let h be an endomorphism of R and / denote the identity 
map on R. Then the function h = g — I is a. semiderivation. However, h is 
not a derivation. 
Definition 3.2.2 ((cr,T)-Lie Ideal). Let /? be a ring and U be an additive 
subgroup of R. Let cr, r : R—yR be two mappings. Then U is called a 
{a,T)-right Lie ideal (resp. {a,T)-left Lie ideal) if [U,R]a,T C U 
(resp. [R,U]a,T C U). If U is both (cr, r)-right Lie ideal and (a, r)-left 
Lie ideal of R, then U is said to be a {a, r)-Lie ideal of R. 
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Remark 3.2.1. Every Lie ideal is a (1, l)-right (left) Lie ideal of R. But 
there exist {a, r)-Lie ideals of R which are not Lie ideals of R. 
Example 3.2.2. Let i? = 1 ( n 0 
-Ho 2 
a,bEZ, the set of integers), 
a b \ f a 0 \ I a b \ f 0 b \ 
^ ^ ^ ' ^ 0 0 = 0 0 ' ^ l 0 0 / - I 0 0 
Then t/ is a (cr, T)-Lie ideal of R, but not a Lie ideal of R. 
Definition 3.2.3 ((a, T)-Centralizer). Let 5 be a nonempty subset of R, 
then the (cr, T)-centralizer C{S)cr,T of 5 in i? is defined by 
C(5)^,. = {xeR\ xa{y) = T{y)x, for all y G 5} . 
In the year 1981, Bergen et al. [25] proved that if d is a nonzero deriva-
tion of a 2-torsion free prim.e ring R and U a Lie ideal of R such that 
d{U) C Z{R), the center of R, then U C Z{R). Further in 1995 Aydin 
and Soytiirk [12] extended the mentioned result for (cr, r)-Lie ideals of R. 
In the present section our objective is to generalize the above result for 
semiderivations and (cr, r)-Lie ideals of R. 
Throughout the present chapter we shall assume that a, r are any two 
automorphisms of the ring R and / is a semiderivation (with an associated 
endomorphism, say g) such that fa = cr/, fr = rf, ga = ag and gr = rg. 
Theorem 3.2.1. Let R be a 2-torsion free prim.e ring and U be a nonzero 
{a,r)-right Lie ideal of R. If R admits a nonzero semiderivation f whose 
associated endomorphism. g is onto such that f{U) C C{R)a,T, then R is 
commutative or U C C{R)a,T-
For the development of the proof of the above theorem we require the 
following lemma essentially proved in [12]. 
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Lemma 3.2.1. Let R be a prime ring, U a nonzero {a,T)-right Lie ideal of 
R andae R. If[U,a]^,r C C{R)a,r, then a € Z{R) or U C C{R)a,T. 
The following lemma has its independent interest. It can be regarded as 
a generalization of a result due to Herstein [77, Theorem]. 
Lemma 3.2.2. Let R be 2-torsion free prime ring, and a nonzero 
semiderivation f whose associated endomorphism g is onto. If a ^ R such 
that [aj{x)] = 0, for all x e R, then a G Z{R). 
Proof. By our hypothesis, we have 
[aj{x)]^0, for all x e R. (3.2.1) 
Replace x by xy in (3.2.1) and use (3.2.1), to get 
f{x)[a,y] + {a,g{x)]f{y) = 0, for all x,y e R. (3.2.2) 
Now, replacing y by y + f{y) in (3.2.2), and using (3.2.1) and (3.2.2), we get 
[a,g{x)]f\y) = 0, for all x,y e R. (3.2.3) 
Replace x by zx in (3.2.3) and use (3.2.3), to get [a,g{z)]g{x)f'^{y) = 0, for 
all x,y,z G R- Hence [a,g{z)]Rf'^{y) = 0, and primeness of R forces that 
either [0,51(2:)] = 0 or /^(y) = 0. Now suppose that 
f (y) = 0, for all y e R. (3.2.4) 
Then replacing y by xy in (3.2.4), we get 
f\x)g\y) + f{x)f{g{y)) + f{x)gif{y)) + xf\y) = 0. 
Now, applying (3.2.4) and using the fact that f{g{y)) = g{f{y)), we have 
^f{^)fi9iy)) = 0, for all x,y E R. This yields that 
f{^)f{9{y)) = 0, for all x.yeR. (3.2.5) 
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Further, replace x by yx in (3.2.5) and use (3.2.5), to get f{y)3:f{g{y)) — 0, 
for all x,y ^ R and hence either f{y) = 0 or f{g{y)) = 0. But since g 
is onto we find that in both the cases /(x) = 0, for all x E R, which is a 
contradiction. Hence [a,5f(z)] = 0, for all z G /? and ontoness of g yields the 
required result.• 
Now, we are well set to prove the above theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1. Since t/ is a (cr, T)-right Lie ideal of R, we have 
[u, x]„^T € U, for all a; € /? and u E U.By our hypothesis, f{U) C C[R)aj and 
hence /([X,U]^,T) € C{R)a,T i-e. [/([u,a;]<r,r),j/]<,,T = 0, for all x,y e R,u e U. 
This can be rewritten as 
[[f{u),g{x)]a,r, yUr + [[uJ{x)]„,r, y]<T,r = 0. 
Since g is onto, we find that [f{u),g{x)]cr,T = 0, and hence 
[{u,f{x)]^^T,y]<7,T = 0, for all x,y e R, u e U. 
This implies that [u,f{x)]a,T € C{R)a,T and hence [U,f{R)\a,T Q C{R)a,r-
Thus, application of Lemma 3.2.1 gives that f{R) C Z{R) or C/ C C{R)a,T-
If f{R) C Z{R)^ then by Lemma 3.2.2 R is commutative. • 
The proof of the following Lemma can be looked in [12, Lemma 4]. 
Lemma 3.2.3. Let R be a •prime ring and U be a nonzero {a,T)-left Lie 
ideal of R such that U C C{R)a,r, then U C Z{R). 
Commbining the above lemma with Theorem 3.2.1, we at once get the 
following : 
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Theorem 3.2,2. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a nonzero 
{a,T)-Lie ideal of R. If R admits a nonzero semiderivation f whose 
associated endomorphism. g is onto such that f{U) C C{R)a^T, then 
UCZ{R). 
§3.3. 
A well known result due to Herstein [79] states that if d is a derivation 
of R which is semiprime and 2-torsion free, such that d^ = 0, then, d = 0. If 
R is prime of characteristic not 2, and d'^{I) — (0) for a nonzero ideal / of 
R, it also follows that d = 0. Bergen et al. [25] extended this result for Lie 
ideals and proved the following : 
Theorem 3.3.3. Let R be a 2-torsion free prim,e ring and U he a nonzero 
Lie ideal of R. If d is a nonzero derivation of R such that d^{U) — (0), then 
UCZ{R). 
Further, Aydin and Soytiirk [12] generalized the above result for 
{a, T)-Lie ideals and proved the following : 
Theorem 3.3.4 Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a nonzero 
{a,T)-Lie ideal of R. If d is a nonzero derivation of R such thatd'^{U) = (0), 
thenU CZ{R). 
Now our objective is to generalize the above result for semiderivations. 
Theorem 3.3,5. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a nonzero 
{a,T)-Lie ideal of R. If R admits a nonzero semiderivation f whose 
associated endomorphism g is one-one and onto such that f^{U) = (0), then 
U C Z{R). 
The following lemma has been essentially proved in [12]. 
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L e m m a 3.3.4. Let R be a prime ring and U be a nonzero (cr, T ) - Lie ideal 
ofR such that U g Z{R) and U % C{R)„^r, for every a,b e R. IfaUb = (0), 
then a = 0 or b = 0. 
We begin with the following lemmas which will be needed for developing 
the proof of the above theorem : 
L e m m a 3.3.5. Let R be 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a nonzero 
(a, r)-Z,ie ideal of R. If R admits a nonzero semiderivation f whose 
associated endomorphism g is onto and a ^ R such that f{U)a = (0) 
( or af{U) = (0) ;, then a = 0 or U C Z{R). 
Proof. Suppose that U % Z{R). Then by Theorcui 3.2.2 f{U) ^ 0. Siiuo 
[/ is a (cr, r)-Lie ideal of i?, [a;,u]o-,r G U, for all x € i?, u G U. Now replace 
X by T{U)X, to get T{U)[X,U]C,,T € U. Hence by our hypothesis, we find that 
f{T{u)[x,u]^^r)a = 0, for all x € /?, u € U. 
This yields that 
f{T{u))[x,u]„,ra = 0, for all x e R,u ^ U. (3.3.1) 
Replacing x by xf{v), where v ^ U m (3.3.1) and using the hypothesis, we 
obtain f{T{u))x[f{v).,u]a,T(i = 0, for all x € i?, u,v ^ U and hence 
f{r{u))R[f{v),u]^^rCi = (0), for all u,v e U. 
Thus, primeness of R forces that either f{T{u)) = 0 or [f{v),u]„^ra = 0. 
Tliis implies thai for each u G U cither f{u) = 0 or [f{v),'u]„^ra = 0. Dcliiie 
H = {u^U \ f{u) = 0},A' = {u e t/ I {f{v),ul,ra = 0, for all v € U}. 
Clearly H and K are additive subgroups of U and U — H \J K. Hence by 
using Brauer's trick K = U or H = U. Since f{U) ^ (0), H ^ U and hence 
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K — U i.e. [f{v),u]a,Ta = 0, for all u,v e U. Now in view of our hypothesis 
we get f{v)a{u)a = 0, for all u,v e U and hence a~^{f{v))Ua~^{a) = (0) i.e. 
a~^{f{v))Uc7~^{a) = (0), for all v ^ U. Hence application of Lemma 3.2.3 
and Lemma 3.3.4 yields that a~^{f{v)) = 0 or cr~^(a) = 0. This implies that 
f{U) = (0) or a = 0. But since f{U) ^ (0), we get the required result. • 
Using similar arguments with necessary variations, we get the required 
result in case when af{U) = (0). 
L e m m a 3.3.6. Lei II be a 2-Lorsion free prime ring and U be a nonzero 
{(T,T)-Lie ideal of R. If R admits a nonzero semiderivation f whose 
associated endomorphism g is one-one and onto such that f^{U) = (0), then 
f{U) C Z{R). 
Proof . Using the similar arguments as used in the beginning of the proof of 
Lemma 3.3.5, we find that T{u)[x^u]a^r € U^ for all a; G /?,u € U. By our 
hypothesis, we have 
/^(T(U)[X,U]<, ,T) = 0, for all x e R,u e U. 
This impHes that 
f{T{u))g'{[xM.,r) + f{r{u))f{g{[x,uU.))+ 
f{r{u))g{f{[x, ul,r)) + T{u)f{[x, ^/^,0 = 0. 
Since f^iU) = (0) and f{g{u)) = g{f{u)), the above relation reduces to 
2f{T{u))f{gi[x,ul,r)) = 0. This yields that 
fi'r{u))f{g{[x,u]„,r)) = 0, for all x e R,u e U. (3.3.2) 
It is easy to show that f{U) + (7 is a (cr, r)-Lie ideal of R. In fact for any 
u,v ^ U,x E R. 
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This implies that /(t^^) + t/ is a (cr, T)-right Lie ideal of R. Similarly we can 
show that f{U) + t/ is a (cr, T)-left Lie ideal of /?, and hence a (cr, T)-Lie ideal 
of R. Further more if p{U) = (0), then f{f{U) + U) C f{U) C f{U) + U 
and P{f{U) + U) = (0). Therefore without loss of generality we may assume 
that if C/ is a (cr,T)-Lie ideal of R such that p{U) = (0), then f{U) C U. 
Now replace u hy u + f{v) in (3.3.2), to get 
f{r{u))f{gi[xj{v%,r)) = 0, for all x e R, u,v e U, 
and hence 
f{u)r-\f{9{[xj{v)l,r))) = 0, for all x e R, u,v 6 U. 
Now application of Lemma 3.3.5 gives that U C Z{R) or 
r-\f{9{[x, f{v)Ur))) = 0. If r-'{f{g{[x, f{v)Ur))) = 0, for all xeR,veU 
and hence g{f{[x, f{v)]t,^r)) = 0, for all x € i?, u G U. Since 5 is one-one, 
the last equation gives that /([x,/(v)]a,T) = 0, for all x € /?, t) € U. Thus, 
if /7 C Z(i?), then f{U) C Z(/?). On the other hand if f{[xj{v%,r] = 0, 
then in view of our hypothesis reduces to 
[/(x),/(u)]a,T = 0, for all xeR,ve U. (3.3.3) 
Replacing x by xf{u) in (3.3.3), we get 
f{x)[f{u), f{v)U^ + [f{x),T{f{v))]fiu) = 0, 
and hence in view of equation (3.3.3), we have [f{x),T{f{v))]f{u) = 0, for 
all X ^ R,u,v ^ U. Again application of Lemma 3.3.5 yields that U C Z{R) 
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or [f{x),T{f{v))] = 0, for all x G H, i; € U. If [f{x),T{f{v))] = 0, then 
by using Lemma 3.2.2, we get r{f{v)) € Z{R)^ for all u € (/. This implies 
that f{v) € Z{R), for a\\ v e U i.e. / ( t / ) C Z{R). On the other hand if 
U C Z(/?), then again f{U) C Z(i2). • 
Proof of Theorem 3.3.5. Assume that U ^ Z{R). Since t/ is a (cr, T)-Lie 
ideal of R, [x,u]^^r € t^, for aW x € R,u E U. Now, replace x by xa{u), to 
get [x, u](j_T-c(ii) G t/, for all x G /?, u € C Hence by our hypothesis we find 
that p{\x^u]c,T<y[u)) — 0. This yields that 
f\[xAo,r)g'W{u)) + f{[xMo,r)f{9{a{u)))-^ 
/ ( k , ^ ] a , r M / ( ^ ( w ) ) ) + [xM^.rf\<y{u)) = 0. 
Since P{U) = (0) and f{g{u)) — g{f{u)), the above relation reduces to 
2/([X,U]CT,T)5'(/(O'(U))) = 0, for all x € /?,u G U. This implies that 
f{[x,ul,r)g{f{<r{u))) = 0, for all x e R,u e U. (3.3.4) 
Now, replacing u hy u + v m (3.3.4) and using (3.3.4), we get 
/(b,v]a,r)gif{cr{u))) + /([x,ul,r)g{f{a{v))) = 0, for all xeR,u,veU. 
Multiplying from right by g{f{a(u))) in the last equation , we get 
f{{x. v]a,r)g{fW{u)f) + / ( [ X , u]^,r)gU [a{v))f{a[u))) = 0. 
Now application of Lemma 3.3.6 and (3.3.4) yields that 
/([x,z;],,,)^(/(<^("))') = 0, for a l l x e f i , u.v^U. (3.3.5) 
Replacing x by T{V)X in (3.3.5) and using (3.3.5), we get 
/(T(t;))[x,i>],,^5(/(a(u))2) = 0, for all x G / ? , u, u G [/. (3.3.6) 
Linearize (3.3.6) on v and use (3.3.6), to get 
f{r{v))[x,wUr9{fi<^{^))') + f{T{w))[x,vUr9{fH^))') = 0- (3.3.7) 
Multiplying (3.3.7) from left by /(r(i;)) and applying Lemma 3.3.6 and 
(3.3.6), we get 
f{T{v)Y[x,wl,r9{f{(T{u))^) = 0,hv all x € / ? , u,v,w e U. (3.3.8) 
Replace a; by yf{[x,wi]„^T) in (3.3.8), to get 
f{r{v))'{y[f{[x, w,l,r),<T{w)] + [y, wUrf{[x,w,l,r)}g{f{a{u)f) = 0, 
for all X ^ R, u,v,w,wi € U. Now in view of (3.3.5), we find that 
f{T{v)rR[f{[x,w,Ur),<^{w)]g{f{a{n)f) = (0), 
for all x,y ^ R, u,v,w,wi e U. Thus, primeness of R implies that either 
f{T{v)y = 0 or [fi[x,w,Ur),CT{wMf{a{u)y) = 0. If f{T{v)y = 0, then 
r(/(i;)2) = 0, for a\\ v E U and hence f{U)^ = (0). Thus for all u,v e U 
0 = f{u + vf 
= f{uy + 2f{u)f{v) + f{v)\ 
Hence this yields that f{u)f{v) = 0, for all u,v e U, by Lemma 3.3.5 we get 
f{U) — (0), and hence by Theorem 3.2.2, we have U C Z(i?), a contradiction. 
On the other hand if 
[/([a;,iyi]^,^),cr(u;)]5f(/(o-(u))^) = 0, for all a; € / ? , u,iy,u;i G f/, 
then application of (3.3.5) gives that 
/([x,u;i])(T(to)£f(/(CT(u))^) = 0, for all a: € /?, u,w,Wx e V, 
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and hence a-^{f{[x,wi]„^r))Ug{f{uY) = (0). In view of Lemma 3.2.3, we 
can apply Lemma 3.3.4 to get cr~^(/([a;,u;i]^,r)) = 0 or g{f{u)'^) = 0. If 
g{f{uf) = 0, then /{uf = 0, for all u e t/ -i.e. f{U)^ = (0). Now using the 
similar arguments used as above we get U C Z{R), again a contradiction. 
On the other hand if (7~'^{f{[x,wi]„^r)) = 0, for all a; G /?, we U, then 
f{[x,wi]„,r) = 0, for all x e R, wi e U. (3.3.9) 
Replace x by x(r{wi) in (3.3.9) and use (3.3.9), to get 
[x,wi]„,rf{'7{m)) = 0, for all x e R, w^ e U. (3.3.10) 
Replacing x by xy in (3.3.10) and using (3.3.10), we get 
[x,T{wi)]yf{a{wi)) — 0, for all x^y e R, wi e U. 
Hence for each wi € U, the primeness of R forces that either 
f{a{wi)) = 0 or [X,T{WI)] — U, lor all x G R. Thus we liud that 
for each Wi e U either f{wi) = 0 or Wi € Z{R). Now define 
H = {wieU \ / (u;i) = 0}, K = {w^eU \wie Z{R)}. Then it can easily 
seen that H and K are additive subgroups of U. Moreover, U = H U K. 
But a group can not be set theoretic union of two of its proper subgroups 
and hence H = U ov K = U. By assumption U % Z{R) and therefore 
U = H. This gives that f{U) = (0) and by Theorem 3.2.2, U C Z(R), a 
contradiction. This completes the proof of the theorem. • 
§3.4 
In his paper [5], Awtar extended a result of Bergen et al. [25] as follows: 
T h e o r e m 3.4.6. Let R be a 2-torsion free •prime ring and U be a nonzero 
Lie ideal of R. If d j^ 0 is a derivation of R such that d'^(U) C Z{R), then 
U C Z{R). 
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Recently, the above result was further generalized by Soyturk [119] for 
(CT, T)-Lie ideals. 
Theorem 3.4.7. Let R be a prime ring with char R ^2,Z and U a nonzero 
(a,T)-Lie ideal of R. If d is a nonzero derivation of R such that d{U) C U 
and d?{U) C Z{R), then U C Z{R). 
Now, our aim is to extend the above theorem for semiderivations. In 
this direction first we prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.4.8, Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U a nonzero 
{a,T)-Lie ideal of R. If R admits a nonzero semiderivation f whose asso-
ciated endomorphism g is one-one and onto such that f{U) is central and 
f{U) C U then U must be central. 
The following result due to soytiirk [119] is pertinent for the proof of the 
above theorem. 
Lemma 3.4.7. Let R be a prime ring, and U a nonzero {a,T)-left Lie ideal 
of R. If[R,U]a,r C Z{R), then U C Z{R). 
Proof of Theorem 3.4.8. By our hypothesis, we have 
/([X,U]C,,T) € Z{R), for all x G i?,u € U. Hence, replacing x by xf{v) 
and using the fact that f{U) C Z{R), we arrive at g{[x,u]^^j)f'^{v) € Z{R), 
for all X e R,u,v eU. Since f{U) C Z{R) implies that f^{U) C Z{R) and 
R is prime, we find that either /^(u) = 0 or g{[x, u]^ ,,^ ) ^ Z{R). If /^(u) = 0, 
for all V ^  U, then by using Theorem 3.3.5 we get the required result. On the 
other hand \f g{[x,u]cr,T) £ Z{R), for all x € R, u e U, then [x,u]a,T € Z{R), 
for all X € /2, u € f/ and hence by Lemma 3.4.7 we get the required result. D 
It can be eassily seen that if associated endomorphism g' of / is 
onto, /({/) C Z{R) implies that f^{U) C Z{R). Thus it is natural to 
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question that whether the conclusion of the above theorem remains true if the 
hypothesis f{U) C Z{R) is replaced by a weaker hypothesis 
P{U) C Z{R). The following theorem, under some additional condition, 
provides an affirmative answer to this question and improves the results 
obtaind in [5, Theorems 1 & 5] and [119, Theorem]. 
Theorem 3.4.9. Let R be an n-torsion free prime ring for all n < 3 and U 
be a nonzero {a,T)-Lie ideal of R. If R admits a nonzero sem^iderivation f 
whose associated endomorphism g is one-one and onto such that f{U) C U, 
f\U) C Z{R), then U C Z{R). 
To establish the above theorem we first prove the following: 
Lemma 3.4.8. Let R be a 2-torsion free and 3-torsion free prime ring, 
U be a nonzero {a,T)-Lie ideal of R. Suppose, further R admits a nonzero 
semiderivation f whose associated endomorphism g is one-one and onto such 
that f{U) C U, f\U) C Z{R). If f^{U) = (0), then U C Z{R). 
Proof. Since [a;,u](j,r G U, for all 2; G /? and u ^ U, replacing x by T{U)X 
we have T{u)[x,u]a^r € U, for all x € /?, u € U. Hence by our hypothesis we 
find that 
f^{T{u)[x,u]„,r) = 0, for all x e R, u e U. 
This yields that 
fir{u))g'{[x, uUr) + f{r{u))f{g'{[x, u],,.)) + f{T{u))g{f{gi[x, u],,.))) + 
f{-r{u))fig{[x, uUr))+f{r{u))g{g{f{[x, ^^].,r)))+/(r(^^))/(^(/([x, u].,0)) + 
f{T{u))g{f{[x, uU^)) + r{u)f{[x, u].,.) = 0. 
Since f^{U) = (0) and f{g{u)) = g{f{u)), the above gives that 
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df{r{u))g'{n[^,^Ur)) + 3f{T{u))g{f{[x,uUr)) = 0, for all x e R,u e U. 
This implies that 
f{r{u))g\f{[x,u]c,r)) + f{r{u))g{f{[x,uUr)) = 0, for all x € H, u e U. 
Now, replacing u by /(u) in the above equation and using the fact that 
/3([/) = (0), we have/2(r(u))^(/2([x,/(«)]<,,.)) = 0, for all x 6 i?,u 6 t/, 
and hence P{u)T-\g{p{[xJ{u)l,r))) = 0. Since p{U) C Z{R) and R is 
prime, we have either P{u) = 0 or T~^{g{p{[x, f{u)]cr,T))) = 0. This implies 
that for each u e U, either P{u) = 0 or Pi[x, f{u)]^^T) = 0. Thus the set 
H = {ueU\ p{u) = 0}, A' = {u € (7 I P{[x, j{u)]a,r) = 0, for all x e R} 
are additive subgroups of U and U — H \J K. Hence we find that either 
U = H ov U = K. liU = H, then we find that p{U) = (0). Hence by 
Theorem 3.3.5, we get the required result. On the other hand if 17 = K, then 
P{[xJ{u)l,r) = 0, for all x e R,u £ U. (3.4.1) 
Replacing x by xa{f{u)) in (3.4.1), we get /^([x,/(u)]^,^cr(/(u))) = 0, for all 
x G R,u E U. i.e. 
P{[x, f{u)U^)a{f{u)) + g{f{[x, / ( t i )W)) / (a ( / (u) ) )+ 
ng{[x, f{u)Ur))f\<r{n)) + g\[x, f{u)U.)f{a{u)) = 0. 
Now applying (3.4.1) and using the fact that P{U) = (0), we have 
g{f{[xJiu)l,r))P{a{u)) = 0, and hence <7-\gif{[xJ{u)U.)))p{u) = 0, 
for all X € il,u 6 U. Since P{U) C Z{R) and R is prime, we have either 
P{u) = 0 or cr~^{9if{[x,f{u)]tj^T))) = 0. Hence again using the same argu-
ments as above, we find that either U C Z{R) or o-~^{9{f{[x, f{u)]a^r))) = 0, 
then g{f{[x,f{u)]^^r)) = 0. This implies that 
f{[^Jiu)Ur) = 0, for all xe R,ue U. (3.4.2) 
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Now, replace x by xa{f{u)) in (3.4.2) and use (3.4.2), to get 
[xj{u)]^,r(r{f{u)) = 0, for all x e R,u e U. (3.4.3) 
Again replacing x by xy in (3.4.3) and using (3.4.3), we find that 
[x,T{f{u))]ya{p{u)) = 0, for all x,y E R, u E U. Now primeness of R im-
plies that for each u E U either a{p{u)) = 0 or [x, T{f{u))] = 0. Hence again 
applying Brauer's trick, we find that [x,T{f[u))] = 0, for all x 6 /?, u E U. 
Thus if [X ,T( / (U) ) ] = 0, for all x € /?,u € U, then [T-\X)J{U)] = 0, for 
all X € R,u E U. Thus [y,f{u)] = 0, for all y G /?, u € [/, imphes that 
f{U) C Z{R). Hence, by Theorem 3.4.8 we get the required result. • 
Proof of Theorem 3.4.9. Since L'^  is a (cr, r)-Lie ideal of /?, [x, it](^ ,T € U, for 
all X 6 /?, u € U. Thus by our hypothesis, we find that /^([x,^],^,,-) € ^(-R), 
for all X G i?, u € t/. This yields that 
[f{x),g'{u)Ur + 2[f{x),g{f{u))]^,r + [x,f{u)l,r€Z{R), (3.4.4) 
for all X € /?,« 6 //. Replacing x by xp{v) in (3.4.4) and using (3.4.4) 
together with the fact that P{U) C Z{R), we get 
2[g{f{x)),g\u)Urfiv) + 2g{f{x))[f{v),a{g\u))]+ 
[g'{x),g'{u)UJ\v) + g'{x)[f\v),a{g{u))]+ 
2[g{x),g{f{u))l,rf{v) + 2g{x)[f{v),a{g{f{u)))] G Z{R). 
Since P{v),p{v) and /^(u) are in Z(i?), the above relation reduces to 
2[g{f{x)),g\u)Urnv) + [g'{x),9'{u)l,rnv)+ 
2[gix),g{f{u))l,,f{v)eZ{R). 
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This implies that 
2f{[g{x),g{u)l,r)f{v) + [9'{x),9'{u)l,rnv) e Z{R), 
and hence 
2f{v)g{f{[x,uUr)) + g'{[x,uUr)f\v) € Z{R). (3.4.5) 
Replacing x by xp{w) in (3.4.5) and using the fact that P{U) C Z{R), we 
get 
{V'{v)9{f{[xM^,r))-Vg\[xM<r,r)f\v)]g\f{w))^ 
2f\v)g{[x,u],,r)g{f{w))^Z{R), for all xeR,u,v,w^U. (3.4.6) 
Since P(w) is central, we find that 
g\P{w)) € Z{R), for all w^U. (3.4.7) 
Combining (3.4.5) and (3.4.6) with (3.4.7), we get 
f{v)g{[x,u]^,rf{w)) € Z{R), for all x e R, u,v,w e U. 
But since R is prime and P{U) C ^(i?); the above yields that either 
f{v) = 0 or g{[x,uUrP{w)) € Z(i?). If y([x,u], , , f (u;)) € Z(/?), then 
[x,u]^,^/^(u;) € Z(/2), and again either p{w) = 0 or [a;,u]a,T € ^(/t!). If 
[x,u]^,r € Z(/?),for allx € /?,u G (7 then by Lemma 3.4.7, we get (7 C Z{R). 
On the other hand if P{U) = (0), then by Lemma 3.4.8 we get the required 
result. • 
§3.5. 
The concepts of commutativity preserving and strong commutativity 
preserving were introduced by Watkins [130] and studied by many workers 
like Bre^ar [29], Bell & Daif [15] and Deng & Ashraf [70]. 
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Definition 3.5.4 (Commutativity Preserving Map). Let S C Rhe a 
non-empty subset of R. A mapping / : R—>R is said to be commutativity 
preserving map if [x,y] = 0 implies tliat [f{x),f{y)] = 0, for any x,y e S. 
Example 3.5.3. Let h : R—>R be a mapping of the form 
h{x) = c(f){x) + d{x), X in /?, where c in Z(/?), (p is an isomorphism or 
anti-isomorphism of R onto R and 9 is any function from R into Z{R). It is 
easily verified that h is a, commutativity preserving map. 
Definition 3.5.5 (Strong Commutativity Preserving Map). Let 
5 C 72 be a non-empty subset of R. A mapping / : R—>R is called strong 
commutativity preserving map on S if [x,y] = [/(a;),/(y)], for all x,y € S. 
fab 
Example 3.5.4. Let R = 'i i r, r, 
matrices over 2Z, the ring of integers and / = <. . 
a,6 G ^ >, be a subring of 2 x 2 
' ' 0 6 be 2Z> so that / 
is an ideal of R. Define T:R^RhyTl^^ M = ( ^ M . Then T is 
an endomorphism which is strong commuatativity preserving on / . 
In the year 1994, Bell and Daif [15] studied the strong commutativity 
preserving derivations and proved the following result. 
Theorem 3.5.10. Let R be a semiprime ring and I a nonzero right ideal of 
R. If R admits a derivation d which is strong commutativity preserving on 
I, then I C Z{R). 
Later, Deng and Ashraf [70] initiated the study of a more general concept 
than strong commutativity preserving mappings and obtained the following: 
Theorem 3.5.11. Let R be a semiprime ring and I a nonzero ideal of R. 
If R admits a function F and a derivation d such that [F{x),d{y)] = [a;,y] 
for all x,y e I, then R contains a nonzero central ideal. 
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We extend the above result for semiderivations as follows : 
Theorem 3.5.12. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and I a nonzero ideal 
of R. If R admits a mapping H and a semiderivation f (whose associated 
endomorphism g is one-one and onto ) such that [H{x),f{y)] = [x,y], for all 
x,y e I, then R is commutative. 
The following result due to Bell and Martindale [18] is pertinent for 
developing the proof of the above theorem. 
Lemma 3.5.9. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and I a nonzero ideal of 
R. If f is a nonzero semiderivation of R whose associated endomorphism g 
is one-one and onto such that f is centralizing on I, then R is commutative. 
Proof of the Theorem 3.5.12. If / = 0, then [x,y] = 0, for all x,y e I. 
Hence, by Lemma 2.2.5 this yields the required result. Therefore, now onward 
we assume that / is nonzero. For all x,y € I, we have [x,y] = [H{x),f{y)]. 
Replacing y by xy, we get [x,xj/] = [H{x),f{xy)], for all x,y £ I and hence 
x[x,y]^[H{x)J{x)g{y)-{-xf{y)], for all x,y ^ I. 
This yields that 
[H{x),x]f{y) + f{x)[H{x),g{y)]=^0, for a l l x , y G / . (3.5.1) 
For any r G /?, replace y by yr in (3.5.1) and use (3.5.1) to get 
[H{x),x]yf{r) + f{x)g{y)[H{x),g{r)] = 0, for all x , y G / . (3.5.2) 
In particular for r = g~^{f{x)), (3.5.2) reduces to [H{x),x]yg~^{f'^{x)) = 0, 
for all x,y e I and hence [H{x),x]IRg~^{f^{x)) = (0), for all x e I. Hence, 
for each x 6 / the primeness of R forces that either [^(x) ,x]/ = 0 or 
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g-'{p{x)) = 0. If g-'{P{x)) = 0, then p{x) = 0. Replace y by f{x)y in 
our hypothesis, we find that 
f{x)[x,y] + [xJ{x)]y = [H{x),f{x)g{y) + f{x)f{y)], for all y € / . 
This imphes that [x, f{x)]y = 0, for all y € / i.e. [x, f{x)]RI = (0) and hence 
primeness of R gives that [x,/(x)] = 0. On the other hand, if [//(x), x]y = 0, 
for all y e I, then it follows from (3.5.2) that f{x)g{y)[H{x),g{r)] = 0, 
for all y G / , r € /?, and hence g-'{f{x))yg-\[H{x),g{r)]) = 0 
i.e. g-\f{x))RIg-\[H{x),g{r)]) = (0). Thus, primeness of R forces that 
either g-'{f{x)) = 0 or / r n [ ^ ( ^ ) , 5 ( 0 ] ) = 0. If 9-'{f{x)) = 0 i.e. 
/ (x) = 0, then trivially [/(x),x] = 0. Further, if Ig-\[H{x),g{r)]) = 0 
i.e. IRg~^{[H{x)^g{r)\) = (0), then again primeness of R implies that 
g-WH{x),g{r)]) = 0 and hence [H{x),g(r)\ = 0, for all r ^ R. Now 
replacing of r by g~^{f{y)) in the above relation yields that 
[7/(x),/(y)] = [x,y] = 0, for all y E I. Thus it remains only to dispose 
of the case when for each x € / either g~^{p{x)) = 0 or [x, /] = 0. Thus the 
sets h = {x e I \ g-'^{p{x)) = 0} and /2 = {x e / | [x, /] = 0} are additive 
subgroups of / whose union is / , consequently we must have either h — I 
or h = / , that is, either g-\P{I)) = 0 or [/,/] = 0. If the first of these 
holds, the above computation shows that [x,/(x)] = 0, for all x € / and R 
is commutative by Lemma 3.5.8. If [/, /] = 0, then Lemma 2.2.5 yields the 
required result. • 
Motivated by a result proved by Daif and Bell [65, ], Hongan [86] 
established commutativity of a 2-torsion free semiprime ring R satisfying 
either of the properties d{[x,y]) - [x,y] G Z{R) and (/([x,y]) + [x,y] € Z{R), 
for all X, y G / , a nonzero ideal of R. We generalize this result for semideriva-
tion and prove the following. 
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Theorem 3.5.13. Let R be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring and I, a nonzero 
ideal of R. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
(i) / / R admits a semiderivation f whose associated endomorphism g is 
one-one and onto such that f{[x,y]) — [x,y] € Z{R), for all x,y ^ I. 
(M) If R admits a semiderivation f whose associated endomorphism g is 
one-one and onto such that f{[x,y]) + [x,y] G Z{R), for all x^y ^ I. 
{iii) If R admits a semiderivation f whose associated endomorphism 
g is one-one and onto such that f{[x,y]) — [x.,y] G Z{R), or 
/([x,y]) + [x,j/] e Z{R) for all x,yel. 
{iv) ICZ{R). 
For the development of the proof we require the following lemma essen-
tially proved in [86]. 
Lemma 3.5.10. Let R be a semiprime ring , I a nonzero ideal of R and 
a e R. 
(i) Let z e I. If[z,x] = 0, for all x € / , then z 6 Z{R). Therefore, if I is 
commutative, then I C Z{R). 
(u) // R is 2-torsion free and [a,[x,y]] G Z{R), for all x,y G / , then 
aeCR{I). 
Proof of the Theorem 3.5.13. Obviously (iv) =^ {i), {iv) =^ (ii) and 
(iv) => (iii). 
(i) =^ {iv). Let / be a semiderivation such that /([x,y]) - [x,y] G Z{R), 
for all x,y e I. If / = 0, then [x,y] G Z{R), for all x,y e I and 
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hence in particular [2,[a;,y]] = 0 for all x,y,z G / . Thus application of 
Lemma3.5.10 (ii) gives that z € CR{I) i.e. [z,y] = 0, for all z,y E I. Now by 
Lemma 3.5.10 (i), we find that / C Z{R). Hence onward we assume that 
/ 7^  0. For any x,y e I, we have f{[x,y]) - [x,y] G Z{R). Replacing y by 
[z,y], we get /([x, [z,y]]) - [x, [z,y]] G Z{R). This yields that 
[f{x),g{[z, y])] + [x, f{[z, y])] - [x, [z, y]] G Z(i?) i.e. 
[m,9{[z,y])] + [x,/(b,y]) - [2,y]] e Z(i?), 
and by our hypothesis we get [/(x),5'([2,y])] € Z{R), for all x,y,z E I- This 
gives that [fl'~H/(a;)), [2,y]] G Z{R), for all x,y,z G / . Hence by application 
of Lemma 3.5.10 (n'), we get g-^{f{x)) € CR{I) that is [g-\f{x)),y] = 0, 
for all X, y € / . This yields that 
[f{x),g{y)] = 0, for all x,y e I. (3.5.3) 
For any r G i?, replacing y by yr in (3.5.3) and using (3.5.3) we get 
5'(y)[/(^))5'('')] — 0, for all x,y G / . In particular for r = g~^{z), the 
above expression reduces to g{y)[f{x),z] = 0, for all x,y,2 G / and hence 
yg-\[f{x),z]) = Ole. 
IRg-\[f{x),z] = {0), for all x , y , 2 G / . (3.5.4) 
Since R is semiprime, it must contain a family V = {Pa \ Pa is a 
prime ideal of R with DPa = (0)}. If P is a typical member of V and 
x,z e / , by (3.5.4), we obtain that either / C P or g-^{[f{x),z]) G P. If 
I C P, then obviously (/"^([/(x),^])/ C P. Therefore, in both the cases 
we have g-^{[f{x),z])I C P, for all x,2 G / and 
for all P e V. Hence g-\[f{x),z])I G nP^ = (0). This yields 
that g~^{\f{x),z\)Ig-'^{[f{x),z]) - 0. By semiprimeness of / we obtain 
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g~^{[f{x),z]) = 0, for all x,z e I and consequently [f{x),z] = 0. This 
implies that f{x) € CR{I) i.e. / ( / ) C CR{I). In view of our hypothesis 
we find that [z,f{[x,y]) — [x,y]] = 0, for all x,y,2 £ / and hence using 
f{I) Q CR{I), we obtain [2,[x,t/]] = 0, for all x,y,z € / . Thus, by 
application of Theorem 1.3.2 z € CR{I) and by Lemma 3.5.10 (i) we get 
the required result. • 
(ii) => (iv). Let / be a semiderivation such that f{[x,y]) + {x,y] G Z{R), 
for all x,y € / . Then the semiderivation (—/) satisfies the condition 
(—/)([i,y]) — [x,y] G Z{R), for all x,j/ G / and as proved above 
(i.e. {i) =^ {iv)) we have / C Z{R). • 
(iii) =^ {iv). For each x G / , we set A = {y G / | f{[x,y]) - [x,y] G Z{R)} 
and B = {y G / I f{[x,y]) + [x,y] G Z{R)}. Then / = /I U B. By Brauer's 
trick, we have I = A or I = B and hence in both the cases, from above we 
have / C Z{R). • 
Theorem 3.5.14. Let R be a 2-torsion free ring with identity 1. Then there 
is no semiderivation f whose associated endomorphism g is one-one and onto 
such that f{x oy) = xoy or f{x o y) + (x o y) = 0, for all x,y e R. 
Proof. Suppose on contrary that there exists a nonzero semiderivation / 
such that f{x oy) = x oy OT f{x o y) + (x o y) = 0, for all x,y E R, then we 
have 
2x = X o 1 = ±f{x 0 1) = ±2/(x) for all x G /?. 
Since R is 2-torsion free, we get / (x) = ±x, for all x e R. Thus, for any 
x,y E R, we have 
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xy + yx = ±f{xy + yx) 
= ±f{x)g{y)±xf{y)±f{y)x±g{y)f{x) 
= xg{y) + g{y)x + xy + yx 
Thus, we have 
X 0 g{y) = xg{y) + g{y)x = 0, far all x,y e R. (3.5.5) 
Now replacing y by g~^{x) in (3.5.5) and using the fact that characteristic 
of R is different from 2, we have x^ = 0, for all x e R. Again replace y by 
g~^{x + 1) in (3.5.5) and use the fact that x^ — 0, to get 
0 = {xo{x + l)) ^ x{x + l) + {x + l)x =^2x, for all x e R. 
This gives that x — 0, for all x € /?, a contradication. If there exists a 
zero semiderivation / such that / (x o y) = x o y or / (x o y) + x o y = 0, 
for all x,y E R, then we can easily see that x = 0, for all x £ R, again a 
contradiction. • 
Following are the immediate consequences of our Theorem 3.5.13. 
Corollary 3.5.1. Let R be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring and I a nonzero 
ideal of R. If R admits a semiderivation f whose associated endomorphism 
g is one-one and onto such that f{xy) — xy 6 Z{R), for all x,y E I, then 
I C Z{R). 
Proof. For all x^y e I, we have /(xy) - xy € Z{R) and /(yx) - yx € Z{R]. 
This implies that 
f{xy)-xy-f{yx) + yx e Z{R) i.e. 
/([x,y]) - [x,y] e Z{R), for all x,y € / . 
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Hence by Theorem 3.5.13 (i), we get the required result. • 
In view of Theorem 3.5.13 (n) & {Hi) we have the following. 
Corollary 3.5.2. Let R be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring and I a nonzero 
ideal of R. If R admits a semiderivation f whose associated endomorphism 
g is one-one and onto such that f{xy) — yx E Z{R), for all x,y £ I, then 
I C Z{R). 
Corollary 3.5.3. Let R be a 2-torsion free semiprime ring and I a nonzero 
ideal of R. If R admits a semiderivation f whose associated endomorphism 
g is one-one and onto such that f{xy) — xy £ Z{R) or f{xy) — ya; € Z{R), 
for all x,y £ I, then I C Z{R). 
Remark 3.5.3. It is also easy to see that the conclusion of the above 
result remains true if R satisfies the properties f{xy) -\- xy £ Z{R) or 
f{xy) + yx e Z{R), for all x,y E I instead. 
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CHAPTER-4 
(a, T)-DERIVATIONS IN RINGS 
§4.1. Introduction 
A reference to (si,S2)-derivations is found in Jacobson's classical book 
"Structure of Rings^^ [89]. Perhaps, K. Kaya [97] were the first to 
generalize some results on derivations for this special of type derivation 
wliich lie rcfcrcd to as (<7, T)-derivatiou. Recently many research workers have 
studied (CT, T)-derivations. We continue similar study in the present chapter. 
In Section 4.2, we introduce the notion of ((7, T)-Centralizing and 
(a, r)-commuting mappings and proved a number of results relating to 
((7, r)-derivations. 
A theorem of Herstein [78] states that if R is a 2-torsion free prime ring 
and dis a nonzero derivation on R such that [d{x), d{y)] — 0, for all x, y € R, 
then R must be commutative. In Section 4.3, the mentioned result have been 
generalized to (cr, r)-derivations. Whereas in Section 4.4, we investigate the 
commutativity of the rings satisfing the property, d{xy) = d{yx), for all ring 
elements x and y. 
Finally, in Section 4.5, a result due to Bell and Kappe [19] has been 
extended for (cr, T)-derivations. The result to which we refer states that 
if d is a derivation of a semiprime ring R that is either endomorphism or 
anti-endomorphism, then d = 0. 
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§4.2. 
The pioneer work of E. C. Posner (cf. Theorem 1.3.6) initiated the study 
of commuting and centralizing mappings (for reference see [30] where further 
references can be found). Jacobson in his book "Structure of rings" has given 
a passing reference of (6i,S2)-derivations which was later more commonly 
termed as (a, r)-derivation by some authors and (a, /?)-derivations by others 
like K. Kaya, M. S. Yenigiil, N. Argac and J. C. Chang, to mention a few. 
As remarked earlier, R will represent an associative ring. 
Defination 4.2.1 ((a, T)-Derivation). An additive mapping d : R —> R 
is called a {a^T)-derivation if there exist functions a, T : R —> R such that 
d{xy) = d{x)a{y) + T{x)d{y), for all x,y e R. 
Remarks 4.2.1. 
(i) Every (1, l)-derivation is an ordinary derivation, where 1 is the identity 
map of R. 
(ii) If (7 = 1 i.e. (7 is an identity map, then d may be called a r-derivation. 
Similarly we define a a-derivation. 
In the present section, we introduce the notions of (cr, r)-commuting 
and (cr, r)-centralizing mappings for which let us recall that for any function 
/ : R —^ R by [/(x),x]^,T- we mean f{x)a{x) - T{x)f{x). 
Definition 4.2.2 ((cr, r)-Centralizng and (cr, r)-Commuting Map-
pings). Let 5 be a nonempty subset of R. A mapping F : R —> R is 
said to be (a, T)-centralizing on S if [F{x), x]a,T G Z{R), for all x e S. In the 
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special case when [F{x),x]tr,T = 0, for all x G 5 , the mapping F is said to be 
[a, T)-commuting on S. 
Ofcourse a (1, l)-centralizing (resp. (1, l)-commuting) mapping is 
centralizing (resp. commuting) on S. 
Hence onward a, r will denote automorphisms of R. 
In [114], Posner established the following result. 
T h e o r e m 4.2 .1 . Let R be a prime ring and d a nonzero derivation of R 
such that [d{x),x] = 0, for all x £ R. Then R is commutative. 
We generalize the above result as follows: 
T h e o r e m 4.2.2.Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring. Suppose there exists a 
[a.,T)-derivation d : R —> R such that [d{x).,x]a^r = 0, for all x ^ R. Then 
either d = 0 or R is commutative. 
Proof. Set mapping D{.,.) : R x R —)• R by the relation 
D{x,y) = [d{x),y]^^r + [y,d{x%,r, iov all x,y e R. 
Aroutine check will show that £*(.,.) is symmetric (that is D{x, y) = D{y, x), 
for all x,y ^ R) and additive in both the arguments. Notice that 
D{xy, z) = [d{xy), z\,r + K ^ ) , xy\„^^ 
= D{x, z)a{y) + r{x)D{y, z) + d{x)a{[y, z]) + T{[X, z\d{y), 
for all x,y,ze R. (4.2.1) 
Now, introduce a mapping / from R into itself by f{x) = D{x,x), for all 
X e /?. We have f{x) = 2[d{x),x]„^r for all x e R. The mapping / satisfies 
the relation 
f{x + y) = 2[d{x + y),x + y],^. 
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= 2[d{x), x]a,r + 2[d{y), x^^r + 2[d{x), y]^,r + 2[J(y), y]^,r 
= f{x) + f{y) + 2D{x,y), for all x,y e R. (4.2.2) 
The assumption of the theorein can be rewritten as 
f{x) = 0, for all xeR. (4.2.3) 
Linearization (4.2.3) we get 
f{x) + f{y) + 2D{x,y) = 0, f o r a l l x , y e / ? 
and hence 2D[x,y) = 0, for all x,y 6 R- Since char R ^ 2, this yields 
D{x,y) = 0, for all x,y G R- Replacing y by xy in the above relation, we 
obtain 
D[x^xy) = f{x)a[x) + r(x)D(x-,y) + d[x)a{[x,y]) = 0, for all x, j / G R 
and hence using (4.2.3) and the fact that D{x,y) = 0, forces that 
d{x)a{[x,y]) = 0, for all x ,y 6 R- Thus <7~^(<^(a;))[a:,y] = 0, for all x,y ^ R. 
Again replace y by yz in the above expression, to get G~\d[x))y[x,z\ — 0, 
for all x^y.z G R and consequently cr~'((i(a;))/?[a;, 2r] = 0, for all x,2 G R. 
Thus for each x ^ R, either a~^{d{x) = 0 or [x,z] = 0, for all z £ R. This 
shows that additive group R is the union of two of its additive subgroups 
A = [x e R\ (r~\d[x)) = 0} and 5 = {x G /? I [x,z\ = 0, for all z e R] 
which is possible only when either R = A ov R — B. U R = A, then 
a-\d{x)) = 0, for all x e R, i.e. d = 0. On the other hand li R= B, then 
[x,z] = 0, for all x,2 G /?, i.e. R is commutative. This completes the proof 
of the theorem. • 
The following theorem is an extension of the Theorem 1.3.5 due to 
Posner [114]. 
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Theorem 4.2.Z.Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring . Suppose that di 
and di are two {a,T)-derivations of R such that dxa = crc i^, d\T — rdi, 
diU = adi and diT = rdi. If did'i{R) = 0, then either di = 0 or cf2 = 0. 
To prove the above theorem we need the following lemma due to Aydin 
and Kaya [14]. 
L e m m a 4.2.1.Let R be a prime ring, I a nonzero ideal of R and a G /?. / / 
R admits a [a^T)-derivation d such that ad{I) = (0) (or d{I)a — (0) ) , then 
either d = 0 or a — 0. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2.3 . In view of the hypothesis of the theorem, we 
have 
didiix) = 0, for all x e R. (4.2.4) 
Replacing x by xy in (4.2.4) and using (4.2.4), we get 
T{d2{x))a{di{y)) + T{di{x))a{d2{y)) = 0, for all x,y e R 
\.e.d2{r{x))a{di{y)) + di{T{x))a{d2{y)) = 0. 
Again replace x by T~^{d2{x)) in the above expression and use (4.2.4), to 
get dl{x)a{di{y)) = 0, for all x,y e R and hence a~^{dl{x))di{y) — 0, for 
all x,y e R. Thus by Lemma 4.2.1 either a'^ldKx)) — 0, for all x e R 
or di = 0. Now, if a-^{dl{x)) = 0, for all x e R, then dl{x) = 0, for 
all X € -R. Replacing x by xy and using the fact that dl{R) = 0, we get 
2r{d2{x))a{d2{y)) = 0, for all x,y e R and thus T{d2{x))(T{d2{y)) = 0. Again 
replace y by a~^{y), to get T{d2{x))d2{y) = 0, for all x,y e R and hence 
again application of Lemma 4.2.1 gives that c/j = 0 or 7(^2(2;)) = 0, for all 
X ^ R. If T{d2(x)) = 0, for all x E R., then c^2 = 0. This completes the proof 
of our theorem. • 
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§4.3. 
Long ago, Herstein [78 , Theorem] obtained the commutativity of a 
2-torsion free prime ring R which has a nonzero derivation d such that 
the values of d commute, that is for which d{x)d{y) = d{y)d{x), for all 
x,y ^ R. In the present section we generalize this result for (<T, r)-derivations 
as follows : 
Theorem 4.3.4.Le^ R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and I a nonzero ideal of 
R. If R admits a [a, T)-derivation d such that [d{x),d{y)] = 0, for all x,y G / 
and d commute with both a, T, then either d = 0 or R is commutative. 
In preparation for the proof of above theorem we begin with the 
following. 
L e m m a 4.3.2.Lei R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and I be a nonzero ideal 
of R. If R admits a {a, T)-derivation d such that d^{I) = (0) and d commute 
with both a,T, then d = 0. 
Proof. For any x G / , we have d^{x) = 0. Replacing x by xy, we get 
d^{x)a\y)+T{d{x))d{a{y))-\-d{T{x))a{d{y))-^r'{x)d\y) = 0, for a l l x , y e / . 
Hence using the fact that <i^(/) = (0) and that d commute with both a,T, 
the above relation yields that T{d{x))a{d{y)) = 0, for all x,y £ I i.e. 
a~^{T{d{x)))d{y) = 0, for all x,y e I. Thus, application of Lemma 4.2.1 
gives that either d = 0 or a-\T{d{x))) = 0. If a-^{T{d{x))) = 0, for all 
x £ I, then d{x) — 0, for all x E I. For any r e R^ replace x by xr, to 
get d{x)a{r) + T{x)d{r) = 0, for all a: G / and hence XT~'^{d{r)) = 0, for all 
X e I, r e R i.e. IRT id{r)) = (0). Since / is a nonzero ideal of R and R is 
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prime, the above relation yields that r ^{d{r)) = 0, for all r E R and hence 
we get the required result. • 
Proof of Theorem 4.3.4. We have 
[ 4 x ) , 4 y ) ] = 0, f o r a l l x , y € / . (4.3.1) 
Replacing y by xy in (4.3.1) and using (4.3.1), we get 
d{x)[d{x),a{y)] + [d{x),T{x)]d{y) = 0, for al\x,yel. 
Now for any r ^ R, replace y by yr in the above expression to get 
d{x)a{y)[d{x), a{r)] + [d{x), T{x)]Tiy)dir) = 0, (4.3.2) 
for all x,y ^ I, r € /?• In view of (4.3.1) for r = a~^{d{z)), for any z E I, 
(4.3.2) reduces to 
[d{x),T{x)]T{y)a-\d\z)) = 0, for 3l\x,y,zeI. 
For any s E R, replacing y by yT~^{s) in the above relation we get 
[d{x),T{x)]T{y)Ra-^{d^{z)) = (0), for all x,y,z e I, s e R. This implies 
that either a-^{d^{z)) = 0 or [d{x),T{x)]T{y) = 0, for all x,y € I. If 
a~\d^{z)) - 0, for all 2 6 / , then d'^{z) = 0 for all 2 € / and hence by 
Lemma 4.3.2 we get the requried result. On the other hand if 
[d{x),T{x)]T{y) = 0, for all x,y G / , then T-\[d{x),T{x)])y = 0, for 
all x,y e I and hence T~'^{[d{x),T{x)])RI = (0), for all x € / . Since 
/ is a nonzero ideal of R and R is prime the above relation yields that 
T~^{[d{x),T{x)]) = 0, for all .T G / and hence 
[d{x),T{x)] = 0, for all x € / . (4.3.3) 
/ • ' 
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Linearizing (4.3.3), we get 
[d{x), T{y)] + [d{y), T{X)] = 0 for all x, y € / . (4.3.4) 
Now, replacing y by yx in (4.3.4) and using (4.3.4), we find that 
d(x)[cr(y),r(a;)] = 0, for all a;,y G / . For any rj G /?, again replace y 
by ycr~^(ri), to get d{x)a{y)[ri,T{x)] = 0, for all x ,y G / , ri € /2 and 
hence a-\d{x))ya-\[ruT{x)\) = 0 i.e. a-\d{x))IRa-\[ruT{x)\) = (0). 
The primeness of R implies that for each x G / either a~^{d{x))I = 0 or 
a-\[ruT{x)]) = 0. Ua-'{d{x))I = 0, for all x G / , then a-\d{x))RI = (0), 
for all X G / . Since / is a nonzero ideal of i? and R is prime the above 
relation yields that a~^{d{x)) = 0, for all x G / and hence d{x) = 0. Thus 
for each x G / , either d{x) = 0 or [r i , r (x)] — 0, for all ri G R. Now let 
A = {x G / I d{x) = 0}, fi = {x G / I [ri,T(x)] = 0, for all r^ G R}. 
Then A and B are additive subgroups of / and I = AU B. But a group 
can not be a union of two its proper subgroups and hence I — A ov I = B. 
If / = /I, then d{x) — 0, for all x G / . For any S[ G R, replace x by x.S|, 
to get T{x)d{si) = 0, for all x G / and hence IRT~^{d{si)) — (0). Again 
primeness of R implies that T~^(d{si)) — 0, for all s^ G R, and hence d — 0. 
On the other hand if / = 5 , then that r (x) G Z{R), for all x G / and hence 
X G ^( i?) , for all X G / i.e. / C Z{R). But if R is prime which has a nonzero 
central ideal, then R is commutative. • 
§4.4. 
Recently, Bell and Daif [14] invesigated commutativity of rings admitting 
a derivation d satisfying d{xy) = d{yx), for all x, y in some distingished subset 
of R. We extand the result for {a, r)-derivations. 
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Theorem AA.^.Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring, and I be a nonzero 
ideal of R. If R admits a nonzero (cr, T)-derivation d such that d{xy) = d{yx), 
for all x,y E. I and d commutes with T, then R is commutative. 
Proof. Let c € / be a constant i.e. an element such that d{c) = 0 and let 
z be an arbitrary element of / . The condition that d{cz) — d{zc) yields that 
T{c)d{z) — d{z)cr{c). Now for each x ,y G / , [x,y] is a constant and hence 
T{[x,y])d{z) = d{z)a{[x,y]), for all x,y,z e I. (4.4.1) 
We have d{xy) — d{yx), for all x ,y € / . This can be rewritten as 
[d{x),y]„,r = M(y),x]a,r, for all x,y e I. (4.4.2) 
Replacing x by x^ in (4.4.2) and using (4.4.2), we get 
d{x)a{[x,y]) + T{[x,y])d{x) = 0, for all a;,y € / . (4.4.3) 
In view of (4.4.1) the above yields that 2T{[xjy])d{x) = 0, for all x,y ^ I. 
This implies that 
T{[x,y])d{x) = 0, for all x,yel. {AAA) 
Now, replacing y by yz in(4.4.4) and using (4.4.4), we find that 
[x,y]zT~^{d{x)) — 0, for all x,y,z G / and hence [x,y]IRT~^{d{x)) = (0), 
for all x,y E I. Thus, primeness of R implies that for each x G / , either 
[x,y]I = 0 or T-^{d[x)) = 0. Now, let A = {x G / | [x ,y ] / = (0), for all 
y e I}, B - {x e I \ T~'^{d{x)) = 0}. Clearly, both A and B are additive 
subgroups of / whose union is / . By Brauer's trick we have either I = A or 
I = B. If / = 5 , then T-^{d{x)) = 0, for all x G / and hence d{x) = 0, for 
all X E L For any r E R, replace x by xr, to get T{x)d{r) = 0, for all x E I. 
This implies that IRT-\d{r)) = (0), for all r E R. Since / y^ (0), and R is 
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prime the above relation yields that T~^{d{r)) = 0, for all r G R and hence 
d = 0, a contradiction. On the other hand if I — A, then [x,y]I = 0, for all 
x,y e I i.e. [x,y]RI = (0). Again since / ^ (0), we get [x,y] = 0, for all 
x,y € /and hence by Lemma 2.2.5, R is commutative. • 
The following example shows that the conclusion of the above theorem 
need not be true if / is a one sided ideal of jR even in the case if d is assumed 
to be a derivation on R. 
Example 4 .4 .1 . Let /? be a ring of 2 x 2 matrices over a field F ; let 
a, 6 G F>. Let d be the inner derivation of R 
^ = 0 0 P = 0 0 
given by d{x) = :. n 1 ~ I n A I ^5 f<^ r all a; G i?. It is readily verified 
that d satisfies the property d{xy) — d{yx), for all x^y ^ I. Howevre, R is 
not commutative. 
Corollary 4 .4 .1 . Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring. If R admits a nzero 
[a^r)-derivation d such that d{xy) = d{yx), for all x,y £ R and d commutes 
with T, then R is commutative. 
The restriction of char/? / 2 in the hypothesis of Theorem 4.4.5 need 
not be essential but the author failed to settle it. 
Conjecture. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring, and I be a nonzero ideal 
of R. If R admits a nonzero {a.,T)-derivation d such that d{xy) = d[yx), for 
all x,y ^ I, then R is commutative. 
§4.5. 
In 1989, Bell and Kappe [17] proved that ifd is derivation of a semiprime 
ring R which is either endomorphism or anti-endomorphisms, then d = 0. 
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Our aim in the present section is to extend these results for (cr, T)-derivation 
in prime and semiprime rings. 
The following results due to Chang and Lin [55] will be used in the 
subsequent discussions. 
Lemma 4.5.3.///? is a semiprime ring and d is a (<T, T) - derivation of R 
such that d{xY = 0 for all x G R and for some fixed integer n > 1, then 
d = 0. 
Lemma 4.5.4. Let R be a prime ring and I ^ (0) he an ideal of R. If d is 
a (a, T)-derivation of R such that (i(x)" = 0 for all x E 1 and for some fixed 
integer n > 1, then d = 0. 
Now, we begin with the followig : 
Lemma 4.5.5. Let U be a subring of R and let d be a (cr, r ) - derivation of 
R which acts as a homomorphism on U. Then 
(i) d{x)a{x){a{y) - d{y)) = 0, for all x,y eU. 
(ii) {T{y) - d{y))T{x)d{x) = 0, for all x,y eU. 
Proof, (i) Since d acts as homomorphism on U, we have 
d{xy) = d{x)a{y) + T{x)d{y) = d{x)d{y) for all x.yeU. (4.5.1) 
Replacing x by x^ in (4.5.1), we get 
T{x){d{x)a{y) + T{x)d{y)} + d{x)a{xy) = d{x)a{x)d{y) + Tix)d{x)d{y). 
Now, application of (4.5.1), yields that 
d{x)a{xy) = d{x)a{x)d{y) for all x,y e U 
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and hence d{x)a{x){a{y) - d{y)) = 0, for all x,y ^ U. • 
(ii) Using similar techniques with necessary modifications according to 
requirements at places, we get the required result. • 
L e m m a 4.5.6. Let V be a right ideal of R and let d be a {a, T)-derivation 
of R which acts as an anti-homomorphism on V. Then 
d{x)a{y)[a{r), d{x)] = 0, for all x,y ^V, r ^ R. 
Proof. Since d acts as an anti-homomorphism on V, we have 
d{xy) = d{x)a{y) + T{x)d{y) ^ d{y)d{x), f o r a l l x , y G K (4.5.2) 
Replacing y by xy in (4.5.2) and using (4.5.2), we get 
d{x)a{y)d{x) = d{x)a{x)a{y), for all x,yeV. (4.5.3) 
Now for any r ^ R, replace y by yr in (4.5.3), to get 
d{x)a{yr)d{x) — d{x)a{x)a{yr), for all x,y^V, r 6 /?. (4.5.4) 
On the other hand Multiplying (4.5.3) from right by cr(r) we find that 
d{x)a{y)d{x)a{r) = d{x)a{x)a{yr), for all x,y € V, r e R. (4.5.5) 
Combining (4.5.4) and (4.5.5), we obtain 
d{x)a{y)d{x)a{r) = d{x)a{y)a{r)d{x) 
and hence 
d{x)a{y)[a{r),d{x)] = 0, for all x,y E V, r E R.O 
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Theorem 4.5.6. Let R be a semi-prime ring. Suppose d : R —> R is a 
{a, T)-derivation of R. 
(z) If d acts as an endomorphism on R, then d = 0. 
(u) If d acts as an anti-endomorphism on R, then d = 0. 
Proof, (i) If d acts as an endomorphism on /?, then arguments given in the 
proof of Lemma 4.5.5 (i) are still applicable and hence we have 
d{x)a{x){a{y)-d{y)) = 0, for all x, y € i?. (4.5.6) 
Replacing y by yr in (4.5.6), we get 
d{x)a{x){a{y) — d{y))a{r) — d{x)a{x)T{y)d{r) — 0, for all x,y,r E R. 
Application of (4.5.6) yields that d{x)a{x)T{y)d{r) = 0 for all x,y, 
r € /?, and hence d{x)a{x)zd{x) = 0, for all 2 G /? i.e. d{x)a{x)Rd{x) = 0. 
This implies that d{x)a{x)Rd{x)a{x) = 0, for all x E R. Now, the 
semiprimeness of R gives that d{x)a{x) = 0, for all x E R. Similarly using 
Lemma 4.5.6 (u) it can be shown that T{x)d{x) = 0, for all x E R. Hence 
replacing y by a: in equation (4.5.1) and using the fact that d{x)a{x) = 0 and 
T{x)d{x) = 0, we find that d{xy = 0, for all x E R, and hence application of 
Lemma 4.5.3 yields the required result. • 
(ii) If d acts as an anti-endomorphism on R, then arguments given in the 
proof of Lemma 4.5.6 are still valid and hence we have 
d{x)a{y)[a{r),d{x)] = 0, for all x,y,r e R. (4.5.7) 
Replacing y by ry in (4.5.7), we find that 
d{x)a{r)(r{y)[a{r), d{x)] = 0, for all x,y,r E R. (4.4.8) 
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Multiplying (4.5.7) on left by a{r) and combining with (4.5.8), we 
obtain [(y{r),d{x)]a{y)[a{r),d{x)] = 0 for all x,y,r € R that is 
[a{r),d{x)]R[cr{r)^d{x)] — 0, for all x,r G R. Now, the semiprimeness of 
R forces that [(T(r),(f(x)] = 0, for all x,r ^ R and hence d{x) G Z{R), for 
all X G /? i.e. <i(/?) C Z(/?). Thus if d acts as an anti-endomorphism on R 
and d{R) C Z{R), then d acts as an endomorphism on R. Hence by result 
proved above, we get the required result. • 
Theorem 4.5.7. Let R be a prime ring and I a nonzero ideal of R. Suppose 
d : R —> R is a [a^T)-derivation of R. 
(i) If d acts as a homomorphism on I, then d = 0 on R. 
(n) If d acts as an anti-homomorphism on I, then d — 0 on R. 
Proof, (i) If d acts as a homomorphism on / , then applying Lemma 4.5.5 
(i) we get 
d{x)a{x){a{y) - d{y)) = 0, f o r a l l x , y € / . (4.5.9) 
Replacing y by yr in (4.5.9) and using (4.5.9), we obtain 
d{x)a{x)T{y)d{r) = 0 for all x,yeI,reR. (4.5.10) 
Now, replace r by rs in (4.5.10) and use (4.5.10), to get 
d{x)a{x)T{y)T{r)d{s) = 0, for all x,y E I and r, 5 6 R, and hence 
T~^{d{x)a{x)T{y))RT'^{d{s)) = (0), for all x,y ^ I,s e R. The primeness of 
R forces that either T''^{d{s)) = 0 or T~^{d{x)a{x)T{y)) = 0. This yields that 
either d{s) = 0 or d{x)a{x)T{y) = 0. Henced{x)a{x)T{y) = 0, for all x,y e I. 
Replacing y by ry in the above expression, we get d{x)a{x)T{r)T{y) = 0, for 
all x,y e I,r e R and hence T~^{d{x)(r{x))Ry = (0), for all x,y E R. Again 
primeness of R implies that either y = 0 or T~^[d{x)a{x)) = 0. Since / 
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is a nonzero ideal of R, we find that T~^{d{x)a{x)) = 0, for all a; G / and 
hence d{x)a{x) = 0, for all x G / . Similarly applying Lemma 4.5.5 (n) it 
can be shown that T{x)d{x) = 0, for all x G / . Further, replacing y by a; in 
equation (4.5.1) and using the fact that d{x)a{x) = 0 and T{x)d{x) — 0, we 
find that d{xY = 0, for all a; G / . Hence application of Lemma 4.5.4 yields 
the required result. • 
(ii) If d acts as an anti-homomorphism on / , then applying Lemma 4.5.6, we 
have 
d{x)a{y)[a{r),d{x))^0, for all a;,y G / , r G i?. (4.5.11) 
Replacing y by sy in (4.5.11), we get d{x)a{s)a{y)[a{r),d{x)] = 0, for all 
x,y ^ I,r^s ^ R and hence d{x)Ra{y)[(T{r),d{x)] — (0), for all x,y E I,r E 
R. Now, primeness of R impHes that for each x £ I either d{x) = 0 or 
a{y)[a{r),d{x)] = 0. This, if A = {x G / | dix) = 0}, I^ = {x E I \ 
a{y)[a{r)^d{x)] = 0, for all y G / , r G R}, then /i and I2 are additive 
subgroup of / and / = /i U /2. This implies that / = /j or / = I2. If 
I = Ii, then d{x) = 0, for all x G / . Now, replacing x by xr and using 
d{I) = (0), we get T{x)d{r) = 0, for all x G / , r G R- Again replace r by rs , 
to get T{x)T{r)d{s) = 0, for all x G / , r , 5 G i? and hence xRT~^{d{s)) = (0), 
for all X G / , s G R- Since / is a nonzero ideal of R and primeness of R 
forces that T~^{d{s)) = 0, for all 5 G i? i.e. d{R) = 0. On the other hand 
if / = I2, then a{y)[(7{r),d{x)] — 0 for all x,y E I,r E R. Replacing r 
by rs, we get a{y)a{r)[a{s)^d{x)] = 0, for all x,y E I,r,s E R and hence 
yR[s,a~^{d{x))] = (0), for all x,y e / , 5 G R. Again, since / is a nonzero 
ideal of R, primeness of R gives that [s,(T~^{d{x))] = 0, for all x G / , 5 G R. 
Hence, a~^{d{x)) G Z{R) i.e. d{x) G Z{R) for all x G / . Thus if (f acts as an 
anti-homomorphism on / and d{I) C Z{R), then c/ acts as a homomorphism 
on / . Hence by above result we get the required result. • 
CHAPTER 5 




JORDAN DERIVATIONS IN RINGS 
§5.1. Introduction 
An additive mapping 5 : jR —> R from a ring i? to i? is said to 
be a Jordan derivation if S{x^) = 5(x)x -f x6{x) holds for all x ^ R. 
Trivially, every derivation is a Jordan derivation but there exists 
example which show that notion of Jordan derivation is some 
what different from derivation (see Example 5.2.1). Further, it is 
straightforward to check an associative ring that a Jordan derivation S on R 
is a derivation on the Jordan ring (cf. Definition 1.2.22) formed from R i.e. 
5{x o y) = 6{x) 0 y + X o S{y). However, Herstein [81] proved 
a striking result in this direction which becomes a jumping point 
for many research workers later. The result to which we refer 
is namely; if R is a prime ring of characterstic different from 2, 
then any Jordan derivation is an ordinary derivation of R. An 
alternate brief proof of this result was later given by Bresar and Vukman [43]. 
During past few decades, the study has attracted many algebraists like 
Awtar , Bresar, Vukman and Cusak, to mention a few. We continue the 
study of Jordan derivations further in the present chapter. 
In Section 5.2 we attempt to extend a result due to Awtar [6] which in 
turn generalizes the above mentioned result of Herstein. 
Section 5.3 of the chapter deals with the study of Jordan left (right) 
derivations, a concept introduced and studied by Bresar and Vukman [40]. 
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It has been shown that every Jordan left (resp. right) derivation on a Lie 
ideal of a 2-torsion free prime ring is a left (resp. right) derivation. 
In Section 5.4, we introduce the concept of Jordan generalized 
derivations (of. Definition 5.4.4) and prove that a Jordan generalized 
derivation of 2-torsion free ring with a mild restriction is a generalized 
derivation. 
§5.2. 
In a remarkable paper [81], Herstein introduced the concept of Jordan 
derivation. 
Definition 5.2.1 (Jordan Derivation). An additive mapping S : R—^R 
is said to be Jordan derivation if 5{x'^) = 5{x)x + x6{x), for all x € R. 
Trivially, every derivation is a Jordan derivation. However, the following 
example demostrates that the concept of Jordan derivation is a generalization 
of the concept of derivation. 
Example 5.2.1.ijet /? be a 2-torsion free ring and a £ R such that xax = 0, 
for all x ^ R, but xay ^ 0, for some x and y, x ^ y. Define a map 5 : R —> R 
as follows: 
5{x) = xa 
It is readily verified that J is a Jordan derivation, but not a derivation. 
One can verify that a Jordan derivation in an associative ring R is 
a derivation on the Jordan ring under the induced Jordan multiplication. 
However, Herstein [81] proved that : 
Theorem 5.2.1. If R is a prime ring of characteristic different from 2, then 
any Jordan derivation of R is a derivation of R. 
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Later this result was generalized on Lie ideals by Awtar [6] as follows : 
Theorem 5.2.2. Let R be any prime ring such that char R ^ 2 and let 
U be a Lie ideal of R such that v? € U, for all u £ U. If 5 : R —> R is 
an additive mapping of R into itself such that S{u'^) = 5{u)u + uS[u) for all 
u e U, then 6{uv) = S{u)v + u5{v) for alt u,v e U. 
Defination 5.2.2 (Jordan (a, r)-Derivation). An additive mapping 
5 : R —y R is called a Jordan {a^r)-derivation if there exist functions 
cr, T : R —> R such that 
S{x^) - S{x)a{x) + T(X)5(X), for all x e R. 
Bresar and Vukman [39] further extended Theorem 5.2.1 for 
(a, T)-derivations (cf. Definition 4.2.1) and proved the following : 
Theorem 5.2.3 Let R be any ring and T be a non-commutative ring. Let a 
and T be homomorphisms of R into T. Let X be a 2-torsion free T-bimodule. 
Suppose that either a is onto and xTa = 0 with x E. X, a E T implies that 
X = 0 or a = 0. In this case every Jordan {a.,T)-derivation 6 : R —> X is a 
{a,T)-derivarion. 
In view of this result, it is natural to question whether Theorem 5.2.2 is 
true for (a, r)-derivation. Before establishing that it is indeed the case when 
[/ is a non-commutative Lie ideal of /?, we shall pause to set some notations 
and collect some relevent results . 
We begin with introducing the abbreviation : 
x^ = S{xy) - 5{x)a{y) - T{x)5{y). 
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Observe also that in case of Lie ideal U li u'^ 6 U for all u E U, then 
{uv + vu) = (u + vf -u^ -v^ eU, for all u,v e. U. (*) 
The proof of Lemma 5.2.1 can be found in [39]. 
Lemma 5.2.1. Let G and H be additive groups and let R be a 2-torsion free 
ring. Let f : G x G —> H and g : G x G —> R be biadditive mappings. 
Suppose that for each pair a, b € G either f{a,b) = 0 or g{a,bY — 0. In this 
case f = 0 or g{a, by = 0 for all a,b £ G. 
Though the following lemma is proved in [80]. We provide here an 
alternate proof for it. 
Lemma 5.2.2. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a Lie ideal of 
R. If U is a commutative Lie ideal, then U C Z{R). 
proof. Since U is a. commutative Lie ideal we have [u,v] = 0, for all u.,v £ U. 
Thus, for any r 6 /?, we get 
[u, [u,r\] = 0, for all u e U, r e R. (5.2.1) 
Now, replace r by rs in (5.2.1) and use (5.2.1), together with the fact that 
char/? ^ 2, to get [u, r][u, s] = 0, for all u e U, r,s £ R. Again replacing s by 
sr in the above expression we find that [u,r]s[u.,r] = 0, for all u € t^ , r,s E R 
and consequently [u,r]i?[u,r] = (0), for a\\ u £ U, r G R. Thus, primeness 
of R yields that [u,r] = 0, for all u € (7, r € R. Hence, we get the required 
result. • 
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Lemma 5.2.3. Let R be a 2-torsion free ring and U be a Lie ideal of R such 
that u^ G U, for all u ^ U. Suppose that a,T are automorphisms of R. If 
5 : R —> R is an additive mapping satisfying 
5{u^) = 5{u)a{u) + T{U)5{U), for all u e U, (5.2.2) 
then for all u^v^w € U, 
(i) 5{uv + vu) — S{u)a{v) + T{U)S{V) + 6{v)a{u) + T{V)S{U). 
(-u) 5{uvu) = S{u)a{vu) + T{u)5{v)a{u) + T{UV)5{U). 
{Hi) 5{uvw + wvu) — 5(u)cr(uu;) + r(u)^(v)cr(iy) + T(ui;)5(iy) + (J(u;)cr(i;u) 
+ T{w)^{v)a{u) + r{wv)S{u). 
(iv) u''[cr(u),cr(u)] = 0. 
(v) [T{U),T{V)]U'' = 0 
Proof, (i) Linearizing (5.2.2), we get 
5 {{u + vY) = S{u + v)a{u +v) + T{U + v)S{u + v) 
= 5{u)a{u) + S{u)a{v) + 5{v)a{u) 
+5{v)o-{v) + T{U)5{U) + T{U)S{V) 
+T{V)5{U) + T{V)6{V), for all u,v e U. (5.2.3) 
On the other hand, we have 
S{{u + vy) = 5{u'^ + v'^ + uv + vu) 
= 5{u^) + <5(u^ ) + 5{uv + vu) 
= S{u)a{u) + T{U)S{U) + 5{v)a{v) + T{V)S{V) 
+S{uv + vu), for all u,v ^ U. (5.2.4) 
Comparing (5.2.3) and (5.2.4) we get the required result.• 
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(ii) Replacing v by uv + vu in (i), we get 
5 {u{uv + vu) + {uv + vu)u) = S{u)a{uv + vu) + T{U)5{UV + vu) 
+5{uv + vu)a{u) + T{UV + vu)6{u) 
= S{u)a{uv) + S{u)a{vu) + T{u){5{u)cr{v) 
+T{U)6{V) + 5{v)<r{u) + T{V)6{U)} 
+{S{u)a{v) + T{U)S{V) + 5{v)a{u) 
+T{v)S{u)}a{u) + T{UV)S{U) + T{VU)S{U) 
= 5{u)a{uv) + S{u)a{vu) + T{u)S{u)a{v) 
+T{U'^)5{V) + T{u)5{v)a{u) + T{UV)5{U) 
+5{u)a{vu) + T{u)5{v)a{u) + 6{v)a{u'^) 
+T{v)S{u)a{u) + T{UV)6{U) + T{VU)5{U), 
for all u,v E U. 
(5.2.5) 
On the other hand, we have 
5 {u{uv + vu) + {uv + vu)u) — hiu^'v-\-vu^)-\-28(uvu) 
= ^{y?)a{y)\r{y?)b{y)^^{v)o{u^) 
+r(u)^(u2) + 2?){uvu) 
= 6{u)(j{uv) + T{u)S{u)a{v) + T{U^)6{V) 
+S{v)a{u'^) + T{v)5{u)a{u) + r(uu)5(u) 
+25{uvu), for all u,v G U. 
(5.2.6) 
Comparing (5.2.5) and (5.2.6) and using the fact that char R ^ 2, we get 
5(uvu) = 6{u)a{vu) + T{u)6{v)a{u) + r(uu)(J(u), for all u,v ^ U. Q 
(^ Z'M'J Linearizing (u) on u, we get 
6 {{u + w)v{u + w)) = (J(u-|-it;)(T(t;(u + If)) + T(U + tij)(J(t;)a(u + u;) 
+ T ( ( U -|- W)V)5{U + w) 
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= 5{u)a{vu) + 6{U)(T{VW) + 5{W)(T{VU) 
+5{w)a{vw) + T{u)5{v)a{u) + T{u)5{v)a{w) 
+T{w)5{v)a{u) + T{w)5{v)a{w) + T{UV)5{U) (5.2.7) 
+T{UV)5{W) + T{WV)5{U) + T{WV)5{W), 
for all u,v,w £ U. 
Now compute 6{{u + 'w)v{u + w)) in other way, to get 
5 {{u + w)v(u-{• w)) = S{uvu)-\-5{wvw) + 5{uvw + wvu) 
= S{u)a{vu) 4- T{u)S{v)a{u) + T{UV)S{U) 
-\-S{w)cr{vw) + T{W)5{V)(T{W) + T{WV)6{W) 
+S{uvw + wvu), for all u,v,w €: U. 
(5.2.8) 
Comparing (5.2.7) and (5.2.8), we get the required result. • 
(iv) For any u,v £ U., uv -\- vu £ U and uv — vu E U and hence 2uv € U . 
Since char R ^ 2, our hypothesis yields that 
5{{uv)^) = 5{uv)a{uv) + T(ut;)5(ut;), for all u^v E U. (5.2.9) 
Replace w by 2uv in ( in) , and use the fact that char K 7^  2, to get 
S {{uvY + uv'^u) = 5{uv)cr{uv) -\- T{UV)6{UV) -\- 5{u)cr{v^u) 
+T{u)5{v'^)a{u) + T{UV^)6{U) 
= S{uv)a{uv) + T{UV)S{UV) + 6{u)a{v)a{vu) 
+T{u){S{v)a{v) + T{v)S{v)}a{y) + T{UV)T{V)6{U) 
= S{uv)a{uv) + T{UV)S{UV) + {S{u)a{v) 
+T{u)6{v)}a{vu) + T{uv){S{v)a{u) + T{V)6{U)}^ 
for all u,v £ U. 
(5.2.10) 
On the other hand, we have 
5 {uv{uv) + {uv)vu) = 6{u)a{v)a{uv) + T{u)S{v)a{uv) + T{UV)6{UV) 
+5{uv)a{vu) + T{uv)5{v)a{u) + T{UV)T{V)S{U), 
for all u,v E. U. 
(5.2.11) 
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Comparing (5.2.10) and (5.2.11), we get 
{5{uv) - S{u)a{v) - T{u)5{v))cr{uv) = {6{uv) - 5{u)cr{v) - T{u)S{v))a{vu) 
that is u^'crluv) = u^a{vu) and hence u"[cr(u),cr(i;)] = 0, for all u,v £ U. • 
(v) Replacing w by 2vu in {Hi) and using the similar arguments as used to 
prove (lu), we get [T{U), T{V)]V^ = 0. In view of (i), we have u^ -\-v^ = 0 that 
is u" = - v " . This yields that [r(u),r(i;)]«' ' = 0, for all u,v eU. • 
Theorem 5.2.4. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a Lie 
ideal of R such that u^ € U, for all u E U. Suppose that a, r are two 
automorphisms of R. If 5 : R —> R is an additive mapping satisfying 
S{u^) — S{u)a[u) + T{U)5{U), for all u E U, then 
u^a{w)[a{u),a{v)] + [T{u),T{v)]T{w)u^ = 0, for all u,v,w E U. 
Proof. From Lemma 5.2.3 {Hi)., we have 
5 {uwv + vwu) = 6{u)a{wv) + T{u)5{w)a{v)-\-5{v)a{wu) 
+T{UW)5{V) + T{v)5{w)a{u) + T{VW)5{U), 
for all u,v EU. 
Now, replacing u by 2uv and v by 2vu in the above relation and using the 
fact that char /? 7^  2, we get 
S {{uv)w{vu)-\-{vu)w{uv)) = 6{uv)a{wvu)-\-T{uv)5{w)a{vu) 
-\-6{vu)cr(wuv) -f T{UVW)5{VU) 
+T{vu)5{w)a{uv) + T{VUW)S{UV), 
for all u,v,w E U. 
(5.2.12) 
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Since 2uv e U for all u,v e U, we find that 4vwv G U for all v,'w e U. Thus 
applying Lemma 5.2.3 {ii) and using the fact that char R^ 2, we get 
5 {{uv)w{vu) + {vii)w{uv)) = 5{u{vwv)u)-{• S{v(uwu)v) 
= 5{u)a{{vwv)u) + T{u)5{vwv)a{u) 
+T{U{VWV))S{U) + S{V)<T{{UWU)V) 
-\-T{v)S{uwu)a{v) •+ T{V(UWU))S(V) 
= S{u)a{v)a{w)a{vu) + T{u)5{v)a{w)a{vu) 
-i-T{uv)5{w)a{vu) + T{uv)T(w)S(v)a{u) 
+T{UV)T{W)T{V)5{U) + 5{v)a{u)a{w)a{uv) 
+T{v)S{u)a(w)a{uv) + T{vu)5{w)a{uv) 
-[•T[vu)T{w)S{u)a[v) + T{vu)T{w)r[u)8{v), 
for all u, y, If G U. 
(5.2.13) 
Comparing equation (5.2.12) and (5.2.13), we obtain 
{8{uv) — 8{u)a{v) — T{u)S{v))(7[w)a(yu) + [8{vu) — 8{y)a{u)— 
T{v)8{u))a{w)a{uv) + T{VU)T{W){8{UV) — 8{u)a{v) — T{u)8{y))+ 
T{UV)T{W){8{VU) —8[v)a{u) —T{V)8{U)) = ^, for all u,v,w£U, 
and hence 
u^a{w)a{vu) + v^a{w)a{uv) + T{VU)T{W)U^ + T{UV)T{W)V'" = 0. 
In view of Lemma 5.2.3(i), it is easy to see that u^' — —v" and hence the 
above relation reduces to 
u''a{w)[a{u),a(v)] + [T{u),T{v)]T{w)u''= 0, for all u,v,weU.O 
Now we prove the following theorem which generalizes Theorem 5.2.3 
given above : 
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Theorem 5.2.5. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and let U he a non-
commutative Lie ideal of R such that u^ 6 U, for allu G U. Suppose that a, T 
are an automorphisms of R. If 6 : R —> R is an additive mapping satisfying 
5[v?) = 6{u)a{u)+T{u)S{u), for all u e U, then S{uv) = 5{u)a{v)+T{u)5{v), 
for all u,v ^ U. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 5.2.4, we have 
[T{u),T{v)]u''a{w)[a{u),a{v)] + [T{u),T{v)fT{'w)u'" = 0, for all u,v,w e U. 
Application of Lemma 5.2.3 (v) yields that [T{U),T{V)]'^T{W)U'' = 0, for all 
u,v,w e U and hence [U,VYWT~\U'') = 0 i.e. [U,VYUT~\U'') = (0), for all 
u,v € U. Thus, by Lemma 2.2.3 , we find that for each pair u,v ^ U 
either T~^{U^) = 0 or [u,u]^ = 0. This implies that either u"^  = 0 or 
[u,v]'^ = 0. Notice that the mapping {u,v) i->- u^ and {u,v) »->• [u,v] 
satisfy the requirements of the Lemma 5.2.1. Hence, either u^ — 0, for 
all u ,u e [/ or [u,u]^ = 0, for all u ,u 6 U. If [u,u]^ = 0, for all u,v E U, 
then linearizing the above relation on f, we get 
[u,u][w,u;] + [U,U;][U,D] = 0, for s\\ u,v,w E U (5.2.14) 
For any u,v ^ U, uv + vu £ U and uv — vu E U and hence 2vu € U. 
Replacing v by 2vu in (5.2.14) and since chari? ^ 2, we find that 
[u,v]u[u,w] + [u,w][u,v]u — 0, for al\ u,v,w £ U 
and hence by application of (5.2.14), we obtain [U,UJ][U, [u,v]] = 0, for all 
u,v,w G U. Now, replace w by 2wwi and use the fact that char/? 7^  2, to 
get [u,u;]t(;i[u, [u,u]] = 0, for all u,v,w,wi € U i.e. [u, u;]6^[u, [u,t;]] = (0). 
Thus, by Lemma 2.2.3, we find that for each u E U, either [u,w] = 0 or 
[u, [u,u]] = Q. If [u, [u,u]] = 0, for all v e U, then replacing v by 2wv, 
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we get [u,u;][u,t»] = 0, for all v,w € U. Again replace v by 2vw, to get 
[u,to]u[u,u;] = 0, for all v,w e U and hence [u,ii;]C/[u,iy] = (0), for all 
w e U. Thus, by Lemma 2.2.3, [u,w] = 0, for all w e U. Thus, in both the 
cases we find that [u, w] = 0. Therefore, 17 is a commutative and hence by 
Lemma 5.2.2, we find that U C Z{R), contradiction. Hence u" = 0, for all 
u,v € U. This completes the proof of the theorem. • 
If U is an arbitary Lie ideal, then the above result holds only when 
(7 = r. 
Theorem 5.2.6. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a Lie ideal of 
R such that v? G U, for all u ^ U. Suppose that a is an automorphism of R. 
If 5 : R —> R is an additive mapping satisfying 6{u^) = 5{u)a{u) + a{u)5{u), 
for all u E: U, then S{uv) — S{u)a{v) + a{u)6{v), for BM u,v G U. 
Proof. If f/ is a non-commutative Lie ideal of R then by using the similar 
technique as above with necessary variations, we get the required result. 
On the other hand if U is commutative Lie ideal of i?, then by 
Lemma 5.2.3, we find that u G Z{R), for all u G t/ that is ur = ru, for all 
u e U, r e R. This yields that a{u)a{r) = cr(r)cr(u), for all u G t/, re R. 
Replacing r by cr~^{s) we have a{u)s = sa{u), for all u G t/, s E R. This 
implies that cr{u) G Z{R), for ail u E U. Hence by Lemma 5.2.4 (i), we 
obtain 2S{uv) = 2{S{U)CT{V) + a{u)5{v)}, for all u,u G U. Since char/? ^ 2, 
we get the required result. • 
§5.3. 
Following BreJar and Vukman [42], an additive mapping 5 : R -^ R 
is called a left (resp. Jordan left) derivation if S{xy) = xS{y) + yS{x) 
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(rep. 5{x'^) = 2x6{x)), holds for all x,y €. R. It is easy to see that every 
left derivation is a Jordan left derivation. These concepts can be dualized 
as right (resp. Jordan right) derivation. This opens a question whether a 
Jordan left (resp. Jordan right) derivation is a left (resp. right) derivation. 
In the present section we have shown that the answer to the above question 
is in affirmative in the case when the underlying ring R is 2-torsion free and 
prime. Infact, we have obtained rather a more general result. 
Theorem 5.3.7. Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and U be a Lie ideal 
of R such that u^ G U, for all u ^ U. If 5 : R —> R is an additive mapping 
such that 5{u^) = 2u5{u), for all u ^ U, then S{uv) = uS{v) + v5{u), for all 
u,v E U. 
In preparation for the proof of the above theorem we begin with the 
following results. 
Lemma 5.3.4. Let R be a 2-torsion free ring and U be a Lie ideal of R such 
that V? ^  U for all u £ U. If 5 : R —> R is an additive mapping satisfying 
(J(u^) = 2u5{u) for all u £ U, then 
(i) 6{uv + vu) = 2uS{v) + 2v5{u), for all u,v e U. 
(u) 5{uvu) — u'^5{v) + 3uvS{u) - vu5{u), for all u,v e U. 
{Hi) 5{uvw+wvu) = {uw-{-wu)5{v)+3uv5{w)-\-Zwv5{u)-vu5{w)-vw5{u), 
for all u,v,w E. U. 
(iv) [u,v]u6{u) - u[u,v]6{u), for all u,v e U. 
{v) [u,v] {S{uv) - u5{v) - v5{u)) = 0, for all u,v e U. 
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Proof, (i) Since uv + vu = {u -{• v)'^ — v? — v"^, we find that uv + vu E U for 
all u,v €: U. Hence our hypothesis yields the required result. • 
(ii) Since uv + vu E U, replacing v hy uv + vu in (i). we get 
5 {u{uv + vu)-\-{uv + vu)u) = 2u5[uv + vu)+ 2{uv + vu)S{u) 
(5.3.1) 
= 4u'^5{v) + QuvS{u) + 2vu5{u) 
On the other hand, we have 
S {u{uv + vu) + {uv + vu)u) = 5{u'^v + vu'^)+ 2S{uvu) 
= 2u'^5{v) + 2v5{u^) + 25{uvu) 
= 2u'^8{v) + Avu5{u) + 25{uvu) 
Combining the above equation with (5.3.1) we get (ii) • 
(in) By linearizing (ii) on u, we get 
6 {{u + w)v{u + w)) = {u-\-wY5(y)-\-Z{u-\-w)v8{u-\-w) 
—v{u + w)S{u + w) 
= u^5{v) + w'^S{v) + {uw + wu)S{v) (5.3.2) 
+3uv5{u) + 3uvS{w) + 3wvS{u) 
-\-3wv5{w) — vu6{u) — vuS{w) 
—vw6{u) — vw5{w) 
On the other hand 
S {{u + w)v{u + w)) = 6{uvu) + 5{wvw) + 5{uvw + wvu) 
= u'^6{v) + 3uv6{u) - vu6{u) + w'^S{v) v • • J 
+3wv5{w) — vw6{w) + 5{uvw + wvu) 
Combining (5.3.2) and (5.3.3), we get the result. • 
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(iv) Since uv + vu and uv — vu both belong to [/, we find that 2uv € U for all 
u,v £ U. Hence, by our hypothesis we find that 5{uvY = 2uvS{uv). Replace 
w by 2uv in {in), and use the fact that char i? ^^  2, to get 
6 {uv{uv) + {uv)vu) = {u'^v+ uvu)5{v) + 3uv5{uv) (t\'\A\ 
+3uv^5{u) — vu5{uv) — vuv5{u) 
On the other hand 
S {{uv)uv + {uv)vu) = S{{uvy + uv'^u) 
= 2uv5{uv) + 2u'^6{v^) + 3uv^6{u) - v^u6{u) 
= 2uv5{uv) + 4u'^vS{v) + 3uv'^5{u) — v^u5{u) 
(5.3.5) 
Combining (5.3.4) and (5.3.5), we get 
[u,v]5{uv) = u[u,v]5{v) + v[u,v]5{u), for all u,v£U. (5.3.6) 
Replacing u + v ior v m (5.3.6), we have 
2[u,v]uS{u) + [u,v]S{uv) = 2u{u,v]5{u)-}-u[u,v]5{v) +v[u,v]S{u) 
Now, application of (5.3.6) yields the required result. • 
(v) Linearize (iv) on u, to get 
[u, v]u5{u) + [u, v]v6{v) + [u, v]uS{v) + [u, v]v6{u) = 
u[u,u](5(u) +u[u,u]5(u) +U[U,U]J(U) + D[U,I;](5(Z;), for all u,veU. 
Application of {iv) and (5.3.6) yield that 
[u,v]uS{v) + [u,v]v6{u) = [u,v]5{uv) 
and hence 
[u, u]{^(iiv) - u5{v) - vS{u)} = 0, for all u,v e U.O 
i^ ' . - - ' N \ 
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Lemma 5.3,5. Let R be a 2-torsion free ring and U be a Lie ideal of R such 
that u'^ e U for all u e U. If S : R —> R is an additive mapping satisfying 
5{u^) = 2u5{u) for all u eU, then 
(z) [u, v]S{[u, v]) = 0, for all u,veU. 
{ii) {u'^v - 2uvu + vu'^)S{v) = 0, for all u,v E U. 
Proof, (i) From Lemma 5.3.4 (i) and (u), we have 
5{uv + vu) = 2{u5{v) + v5{u)} and [u,v]{8{uv) - u5{v) - v5{u)) = Q 
respectively. Combining these two results we find that 
[u,v]{S{vu)-u5{v)-vS{u)) = 0, for all u,v e f/. (5.3.7) 
Further, combining (5.3.7) and Lemma 5.3.4 (u) yields that 
[u,v]5{[u,v]) = 0.O 
(ii) For any y,u G U, we have 5{[u,v]'^) = 2[u,t;](J([u,y]). Now application 
of (i), gives that 
5{[u,v]'^) = 0, for all u,v e U. (5.3.8) 
Since 2uv € U, replacing u by 2vu m uv + vu E U and uv — vu E V and 
adding the results so obtained we find that Avuv E U for all u,v E U. Thus 
in view of Lemma 5.3.4 (i), we have 
46 {u{uvu) + {vuv)u) — 8{u5{vuv) + vuv5{u)} 
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This implies that 5 {u{vuv) + {vuv)u) = 2{uS{vuv) -{• vuv5{u)}. Now 
application of (5.3.8) yields that 
— 5{u{vuv) + {vuv)u) — 5{uv'^u) — 5{vu^v) 
= 2{u5{vuv) -\- vuv5{u)} — u^5(u^) — 3uu^5(u) 
+v'^u5{u) - u^J(u^) - 3vu'^5(v) + uh5{v) 
= —3(u^u — 2uvu + vu'^)5{v) — (uu^ — 2vuv + v'^u)5{u) 
and hence, 
{uv^—2vuv+v^u)S{u)+3{u^v—2uvu+vu^)5{v) = 0, for all u,v E U. (5.3.9) 
In view of Lemma 5.3.4 {iv), we have 
{u\ - 2uvu + vu'^)6{u) = 0, forall u,u 6 t/. (5.3.10) 
Replacing u by u + v m (5.3.10), we find that 
{{u'^v - 2uvu + vv?) - {v'^u - 2vuv + uv^)}{5{u) + S{v)) = 0, for all u,v eU. 
Now, using (5.3.10) in the above expression, we have 
{u^v — 2uvu + vu^)5{v) — {v^u — 2vuv + uv^)S{u) = 0, for all u,v G U. 
(5.3.11) 
Combining (5.3.9) and (5.3.11), and using the fact that R is 2-torsion free, 
we obtain {u'^v — 2uvu + vu'^)S{v) = 0. Thus in view of (5.3.11), we get the 
required result. • 
Now we are equipped well to furnish the proof of our theorem cited in 
the beginning of the section. 
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Proof of Theorem 5.3.7. If t/ is a commutative Lie ideal of R, then 
by Lemma 5.2.2, U Q Z{R). Hence using Lemma 5.3.4 (z), we find 
that 2S{uv) = 2{uS{v) + v5{u)}. But since char i? 7^  2, we find that 
5{uv) = u6{v) + v5{u) for all u,v 6 U. Hence onward we shall assume 
that [/ is a non-comutative Lie ideal of R i.e. U % Z{R). Now, by 
Lemma 5.3.4 (iv), we have 
{u\ - 2uvu + vu^)5{u) = 0, for all u,v e U. (5.3.12) 
Replacing u by [ui,w] in (5.3.12), we get 
{[ui,wYv)5{[ui,w]) - 2{[ui,w]v[ui,w]) 5{[ui,w]) + {v[ui,wf5{[ui,w]) = 0, 
for all u,u,ui,u; € U. Now, application of Lemma 5.3.5 (i), yields that 
[ui,wYU5{[ui,w]) = (0). Hence by Lemma 2.2.3 either [ui,iy]^ = 0 or 
S{[ui,w]) = 0. If for some ui,w € U, 6{[ui,w]) = 0 i.e. 5{uiw) = 6{wui), 
then by using Lemma 5.3.4 {i) and the fact that char i? 7^  2, we get 
S{uiw) = UiS{w) + wS{ui). On the other hand let [ui,w]^ = 0, for some 
ui,w 6 U. By Lemma 5.3.5 (n), we get 
{u\-2uvu + vu'^)5{v) = 0, for all u,veU. (5.3.13) 
Replacing t; by [ui,w] in (5.3.13), we get 
{u'^[ui,w])6{[ui, w]) - 2{u[ui, •w]u)6{[ui, w]) + {[ui, w]u'^)5{[uuw]) = 0, for all 
u e U. Again apply Lemma 5.3.5 (z), to get 
{[uuw]u'^)5{[uuw]) - 2{u[uuw]u)5{[uuw]) = 0, for all u e U. (5.3.14) 
Linearizing (5.3.14) on u and using (5.3.13), we have 
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{[ui,w]uv)5{[ui,w]) + {[ui,w]vu)S{[uuw])-
2{{u[ui,w]v) + {v[ui,w]u)}S{[ui,w])=0, for all u , u e [/. (5.3.15) 
Replace u by 2uvi in (5.3.15) and use the fact that R is 2-torsion free, to get 
{[ui,w]uviv)5{[ui,w]) + {[uuw]vuvi)S{[ui,w]) - 2{{uvi[ui,w]v)+ 
{v[ui,w]uvi)}S{[ui,w]) = 0, for all u,i;,ui € U. 
Further, replacing vi by [ui,iy] in the above expression and applying 
Lemma 5.3.5 {i) together with the fact that [ui,iy]^ = 0, we find that 
([ui,u;]u[ui,ii;]) V 5{[ui,w]) = 0 i.e. {[ui,w]u[ui,w])US{[ui,w]) = (0), for 
all u E U. Thus, by Lemma 2.2.3, either ^([ui, li;]) = 0 or [ui, w]u[ui, w] = 0. 
If 5{[ui,w]) — 0, then using the similar arguments as above we get the 
required result. On the other hand if [ui,ii;]u[ui,u;] = 0 for all u E [/, 
then again by Lemma 2.2.3 we have [ui,tt;] = 0. Further, application of 
Lemma 5.3.4 (z) yields that 2S{uiw) = 2{ui,6{w) + w6{ui)} and hence 
S{uiw) = uiS{w) + w5{ui). Hence in both the cases we find that 
S{uv) = uS{v) + v6{u), for all u,v E U. This completes the proof of the 
above theorem. • 
We close the section with the following corollary. 
Corollary, Let R be a 2-torsion free prime ring and S : R —> R be a Jordan 
left derivation. Then d is a left derivation. 
§5.4. 
The concept of generalized derivation was also introduced by Bresar [33] 
recently. 
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Definition 5.4.3 (Generalized Derivation). An additive mapping 
F : R —> R is called a generalized derivation if there exists a derivation 
6: R —> R such that F{xy) = F{x)y + x6{y), holds for all x,y e R. 
This as motivation, we define the concept of Jordan generalized 
derivation as follows : 
Definition 5.4.4 (Jordan Generalized Derivation). An additive 
mapping F : R —* R is called a Jordan generalized derivation if there 
exists a derivation 6 : R —> R such that 
F{x^) = F{x)x + x6{x), for all x e R. 
To facilitate our discussion we define a mapping g : R"^ —> R such that 
g{x, y) = F{xy) — F{x)y - x8{y). It is easy to see that for all .x, y,z ^ R, 
g{x,y + z) = g{x,y) + g{x,z) 
and 
g{x + y,z) ^ g{x,z) + g{y,z). 
Moreover, if g is zero then F is a generalized derivation on R. 
We begin with proving some minor results relating to the new concept. 
The proof of the following lemma runs on the same lines with necessary 
variations as those employed in the proof of Lemma 5.2.3. 
Lemma 5.4.6. Let R be a 2-torsion free ring and F : R —> R a Jordan 
generalized derivation. Then for all x,y,z e R, the following statements 
holds. 
(i) F{xy + yx) = F{x)y + F{y)x + x8{y) + y6{x). 
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(u) F{xyx) = F{x)yx + x6{y)x + xy6{x). 
{in) F{xyz + zyx) = F{x)yz + F{z)yx + xd{y)z + xy6{z) + zd{y)x + 2y(5(a;). 
{iv) g{x,y)[x,y] = 0. 
It is easy to notice that every generalized derivation on i? is a 
Jordan generalized derivation. We could not settle the question; whether a 
Jordan generalized derivation is a generalized derivation or not. However, the 
following theorem shows that under a mild torsion restriction on the ring 
every Jordan generalized derivation is a generalized derivation. 
Theorem 5.4.8. Let R he a 2-torsion free ring such that R has a 
commutator which is not a zero divisor. Then every Jordan generalized 
derivation on R is a generalized derivation. 
Proof. Let a and b be fixed elements of R such that c[a, 6] = 0 or [a, b]c = 0 
impUes that c — 0. Then by Lemma 5.4.6 {iv), we have 
g{a,b) = 0. (5.4.1) 
Our aim is to show that g{x, y) — 0, for all x,y e R. From Lemma 5.4.6(2^), 
we have 
g{x,y)[x,y]--0, for all x,y e R. (5.4.2) 
Replacing x by a: + a in (5.4.2) and using (5.4.2), we get 
9{^',y)[(^,y]+g{o;y)[x,y]=0, iov all x,y e R. (5.4.3) 
Now replace y hy y + b in (5.4.3) and use (5.4.3) and (5.4.1), to get 
g{x,y)[a,b] + g{x,b)[a,y] + g{x,b)[a,b] + g{a,y)[x,b] = 0. (5.4.4) 
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Replacing a: by a in (5.4.4) and using (5.4.1), together with the fact that 
characterstic of R is different from two, we have g{a,y)[a,b] = 0 and hence 
by our hypothesis, we get 
g{a,y) = 0, for all y e R. (5.4.5) 
Again replace y by 6 in (5.4.3) and use (5.4.1), to get g{x, b)[a, b] = 0, for all 
X e. R. Since [a, b] is not a zero divisor, we find that 
g{x,b) = 0, for all x € R. (5.4.6) 
Combining (5.4.4), (5.4.5) and (5.4.6) we find that g{x,y)[a,b] = 0, for all 
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